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DEDICATION
Eighty years is a very long time in the life of an individual but a brief span in the
life of a nation. The first half of such a period seems to most of us who have lived
through it, a matter of ancient history crowded with memories. During my first forty
years many famous figures strutted their brief span before the footlights, - Charles
Dickens, Napoleon the Third. Dr Livingstone and H.M. Stanley, Gladstone and
Disraeli, Gordon and Kitchener, Queen Victoria and Edward Seventh. All have made
their bow, spoken their lines and left the stage. They were the late Victorians.
During the next twenty years I played my part in many activities. As a teacher in
many schools where I was subject to many headmasters and headmistresses and where I
taught many thousands of interested pupils. I associated during that period with many
brother artists and craftsmen and have vivid recollections of happy times with them.
To all of then still here and to those who have fallen by the way I dedicate this
record of my own activities. Many who were boys and girls when I was a young teacher
are now thinking of retiring from active participation in the world’s work. This is the
period when they will find time to do all the things they would have done earlier. May
they find their last fifteen years as full of activity and happiness as those of their old
friend.
Henry T. Wyse

The Story of a Scottish Teacher, Artist and Craftsman
An Autobiography by Henry T. Wyse
The book will consist of letter-press concerning his art and Craft training in Dundee School of
Art, Glasgow School of Art, Academies Julian and Colorossi, Paris, and his teaching In the Dundee
Morgan Academy, the Technical School, Coatbridge, The High School Arbroath, George Watson’s
Ladies College, Merchiston Castle School, and Moray House Training College Edinburgh.
Descriptive letter-press with Illustrations of his art and craft work and design for Furniture,
Jewellery, Pottery, Painting, Lithography, Etching, Lettering and Type Design as well as reproductions of portraits by members of The Royal Scottish Academy.
The volume also has an appreciation of the late James W. Herald of Forfar with many
Illustrations of his distinguished and original water colours and pastels, as well as a long article
upon education based upon over forty years of actual teaching.
Other sections of the book deal with one-man shows In London, and especially one opened by
the late Sir John Martin Harvey, who was one of the author’s friends and patrons.
Chapters are devoted to the author’s publications on Type and Modern Art Teaching Methods
as well as chapters upon the better use of picture galleries for the art education of the public.
Mention is also made of the Edinburgh Repertory Theatre Company of which the author was
chairman during its life of 10 years, and whose principal actors now find a wider publicity by
means of ‘The Scottish Home Service.’

Contents:
Chapter 1. Early Life.
2. Student days: Dundee High School, Glasgow School of Art,
Academies Julian and Colorossi Paris. “Studio Awards”.
3. Art teaching in Coatbridge High & Technical Schools, Arbroath
High School, Merchiston Castle School, George Watson’s Ladies
College and Moray House Training College, Edinburgh.
4. Publications - Rudiments of Design, Modern Methods of Art
Instruction, Modern Type Display, Imprints, Twelve Old
Masters.
5. Painting In Oil, Watercolour and Pastel.
6. Crafts. Simple Furniture, Holyrood Pottery, Stencilling,
Embroidery, Surface Tensions.
The illustrations would consist of half-tone prints In black. There would be five portraits,
14 paintings, 15 Illustrations of craft work in Furniture, Jewellery, Pottery, Etching and
Lithography.

“On Publishing a Book”
Thought travels much faster than pen or pencil does on paper. We hear or read of the author,
usually a novelist who spends days chewing the end of his pen beside a ream of shining foolscap.
The mature and ready thinker cannot get his ideas down quickly enough and grudges the time
he has to spend in translating his ideas into written words, or onto the virgin paper.
The pre-Gutenburg author could hardly hope for an edition of more than one or two copies,
painfully produced on parchment by means of a reed or quill pen.
1400-1468 Gutenburg, by means of metal moveable type printed the Mazarin a fortytwo line
Bible, the first Edition of the Worlds best seller to date.
Setting type by mechanical means began about 1910. Linotype, Monoline, Monotype and several others, are now indispensable except for jobbing printers.
The successor of the pre Gutenburg author is the shorthand typist who first appeared about
1912. She must have been a very welcome assistant to Edgar Wallace who it is said kept several typists clicking their machines at one and the same time. We may very well discount many of the stories which have gathered round the author, principle partner and his amamuensis.
The typist who transfers speech to the keyboard direct without the intermediary process of
shorthand is of course worth a double salary. A much more efficient method is to talk into a dictaphone. This is the usual method in large offices. It is of course more expensive than either writing
by hand, or by typist and typewriter.

List of articles awaiting the arrival of an ideal typist. The articles are in an embryonic state at present:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Too Old at 80?
A happy life.
Indestructibility of matters
Aphorisms on Science and Art.
Sincerity (Good) and Deceit (Evil).
Habits, good and bad.
Synthesis and Analysis.
Relative speeds of silent and audible
readIng.
Simultaneous mental and physical activities.
Action and Reaction, physical and mental.
Evolution of the pen.
Permanence and impermanence of Art
expressions.
Practical tests for young people In using
selected materials.
Objectivity and subjectivity.

15. Money, power and fame.
16. Possibilities and probabilities.
17. Was speed Important In 5000B.C. and is it
important now?
18. Profession and Practice In Religion.
19. Can animals think?
20. Researchers and Recorders.
21. Speech in 2000B.C. v. Wireless now.
22. Probabilities and Possibilities.
23. Youth versus age.
24. On learning to sleep.
25. Talking animals and birds.
26. Great Men, Alexander, Ceasar, and Hitler?
27. Medals and Decorations.
28. Modern time savers for authors.
29. Players and Watchers.
30. Creators and Combiners.
The articles would run to about 250 words.

“The story of an obscure Scottish artist teacher and craftsman”
Note to the publisher:
When the prospective publisher has been found he and the author will have many matters to
discuss. Apart from the purely material arrangements to be agreed upon and the relative financial
questions which are involved the size of type and other questions of format will require discussion
and mutual agreement. The author anticipates that the principal function of the publisher is to
publicise the book and to do this expert knowledge of suitable newspapers and magazines is essential. This author has already had printed and published technical books relating to printing and art
teaching, these were small editions and found a ready sale of 1000 copies within the limited more
or less local areas. He was his own publisher and arranged with his printers the style of type, made
his own arrangements for Zincs and halftone blocks and binding! His last book was published
almost forty years ago so that the practice and prices of that date will be quite different from those
of today. As the book is an autobiography of an artist it will be profusely illustrated mostly by halftone blocks. The number of illustrations will be large and this may make the volume relatively
expensive to produce. The relative costs of the type and half-tone were equal forty years ago. When
a possible publisher has been found the author would be ready to discuss those matters at a meeting to be arranged to suit their mutual convenience.
Henry T, Wyse
1 Craigleith Grove
Edinburgh 4
Telephone 30557

Recollections of an Octogenarian
He was quite a little boy when he became aware of himself, his father and mother and the
great dog Leo who lived in a kennel in the garden. All this was in a small village in Scotland not far
from Glasgow.
The reason for the family house being in the country was that his father, a banker in the
adjoining city of Glasgow did not mind walking a few miles from Springburn every day except
Sunday to look after his garden his pigeons and his beloved Brahamapootras of which he was especially fond. Now the Brahamapootra is a domestic fowl called after the river of that name, which as
every schoolboy knows is in India and flows into the Bay of Bengal.
The little boy had two elder brothers, and they all three often got into trouble as all little boys
do. I remember one occasion in which Robert and I went to play at the quarry, not far from the
house. It was a bright summer day and we were very happy playing at the edge of the water and
watching the sticklebacks, so near and yet so far. Trying to catch them in my little hands I slipped
and fell in, as I could not swim Robert pulled me out. We spent the remainder of the afternoon
trying to get ourselves dry, but had eventually to go home and face my mother, who stripped and
belted us right and proper. I did not require to be warned again, and this was a life long lesson to
me.
The summers of those days seemed to be all sunshine, and after a spell of what appeared to be
months of drought, the weather suddenly changed and the entire clachan walked about for hours
with expanded umbrellas! Though Mr. Charles Macintosh had invented what we now call ‘macs’
some 30 years earlier, they were not then so popular as they are now! The umbrella came from the
East and had come to Britain early in the 19th Century.

My father began to find the daily walk of some miles tedious and time consuming, so we
moved to Springburn which was nearer the centre of the city. Besides horse-drawn buses, omnibuses they were called then had reached the suburb of Springburn. Our New House was the upper
story of a villa, Mr. Hughes and his wife and family occupied the lower storey, and we had the
upper one approached by an outside wooden stair. I remember that in the spring, the rough grass
we played on had great bunches of double daffodils. On this ground also we played football. Our
mother knitted jerseys for each of the three boys, they were navy blue with Scarlet Collars and
cuffs. We were very proud of them. We were not old enough to play matches. We just played football. Rugby football had not been invented and in any case at our age football just meant kicking a
ball between goals.
I had gone with my two elder brothers to the local school established under the Education Act
of 1872. John Knox had established Schools in Scotland in the 16th Century, what are now known
as co-educational Schools, so that I was taught along with girls at my first and subsequent schools.
Our School was Springburn Public School and as my father was the first Chairman of the School
Board we were on calling terms with Mr. and Mrs. Govan the Headmaster. I recollect my father
saying to my mother “Mr. Govan knows everything and what Mr. Govan doesn’t know Mrs.
Govan knows”.
Saturday pennies were unknown in the 70’s. If we behaved well during the week we got one
farthing each on Saturdays. Evidently the variety of sweets was limited to pan drops or what was
known as ‘choughers’, they were very tough, made of syrup and they ‘lasted’ a long time.
About this time riots broke out in Glasgow in connection with the failure of the City of
Glasgow Bank in 1878 and my father along with the other extra police were supplied with a
mahogany baton which however he did not need to use. It is a handsome weapon, still smooth and

shiney and has a beautiful picture of the Royal arms on it. The next year, 1879 my father was transferred to Dundee as Agent Manager to the West Port Branch of the Royal Bank of Scotland. He
began his apprenticeship in the same bank in Falkirk, then Glasgow and finally Dundee. One
might coin the phrase “one man, one bank”. He was not adventurous but steady, honest and
upright.
My first memory of Dundee is connected with the fall of the first Tay Bridge in 1879. I had
gone to Sunday School and in going to my home in the west of the city, saw the blank in the River
Tay lit by the moon. The bridge had only been a year in use and the constructor was so upset that
he took his own life. West Park Terrace was a recently built terrace, Fred P. Sheppard and his widowed mother lived at No. 1 and our family was housed at the other end of the Terrace. Fred and I
were bosom friends though he was a year or two younger than I was. I remember that he had an
illustrated book about “Jack the Giant Killer” and it gave us the utmost pleasure to heat steel knitting needles with which we bored out the giants eyes. I remember some of the neighbours. There
was a family of Spankies next door and half-way down the terrace a Mrs. (blank) complained to
our parents that we children made so much noise that her husband could not get peace to die,
which seems humourous to me at this date!
There was no school near, so we had to walk about 2 miles to Hawkhill Board School at the
west end of the city. On the way we passed a large private house situated between Perth Road and
the River Tay. In it lived the head of the now famous firm Mr. Keiller whose Dundee Marmalade is
now known all over the civilised world. Its origin has now passed into legend. The story is this. A
sailing ship carrying a cargo of oranges stuck on the sand bank on the Tay and became a total
wreck. The oranges floated ashore, and were gathered into carts. The addition of sugar and plenty
of work made possible the now famous Dundee Marmalade. Hawkhill School was typical of the

late nineties and early eighties.
Home lessons had to be learned and the use of the ‘strap’ or ‘belt was universal. Two of the
pupil teachers at the School, became well known in Dundee, they were Mr. Robb and Mr.
Anderson one of which became a Headmaster and the other a member of the recently built Harris
Academy. Meantime my two elder brothers and myself, had been transferred to the ‘West End
Academy’ a private School under the direction of Mr. Clark, M.A. It was situated in Tay Street,
then a quiet street connecting the West Port to the Nethergate one of the principal streets of the
city. the “West Port” is mentioned in the famous song relating to Claverhouse:
“To the Lords of Convention twas Claverhouse spake. Then up the West Port and let us go free, for
its up with the Bonnets of Bonnie Dundee”.
The West Port holds many memories for me. There my father was head of the Royal Bank,
and I recollect times in his private office, when to keep me quiet he gave me a halfsheet of note
paper and a pencil one half blue and the other half red! Was this the beginning of my life’s work as
an artist and art teacher!
The West End Academy was quite independent of everyone except Mr. George Clark the
Headmaster. He was a tall personage, and must have been in many ways up to date. Here I learned
to write in the copper-plate style, here I also got the beginnings of Pitmans Short Hand recently
invented and still said to be the most popular today. The second master was Mr. Hampton he had
spent his early life in India as an Army Schoolmaster. He was a very severe disciplinarian, powerful
and strong. Very efficient in the teaching of writing. Writing by hand with a steel pen was taught in
those days and taught very efficiently. He had rules and regulations which were rigorously enforced.
The position of the hand was given exactly - “the mouth of the cup should always be up” - the penholder should point to the shoulder and so on. Mr. Hampton’s eagle eye could detect any boy

neglecting his book, and he was a magnificent shot with a rolled up belt which invariably found its
mark on the delinquent who was commanded to bring the belt to him. He did not often have to
use it and his bark was very much worse than his bite. He had two minor teachers called Simpson no relation to each other. The one I remember best was a teacher of English. Like many other
teachers then and since, he had a few ‘jokes’ which he perpetrated from year to year. One was
about Toulon and Toulouse, this conundrum was “Why are my grandfather’s trousers like two wellknown towns in France?”, he supplied the answer, not only in words but also by his appearance by
saying “Too long and too loose”.
Our literature lessons consisted in parsing and analysing one part of “Midsummer nights
dream” by someone called Shakespeare, no wonder my knowledge of the great English Poet is still
limited. I was very interested for a year or two in Arithmetic, I thought of it as very interesting,
then a new teacher who himself did not attract me and my interest faded. Meantime I had got a
firm grip of addition subtraction and division, with a vague idea of vulgar fractions. Beyond that
nothing in the way of mathematics were ever acquired. Since then I have gradually acquired
enough knowledge of figures to keep me savant and out of debt, though not enough to make a fortune.
Perhaps that may have been my consuming interest in drawing my principal school subject. Our
drawing master was a barber who eked out a living, by teaching drawing as a side line. I was too
young then to know what was happening to his customers sitting awaiting his attention in the barber’s shop. Our drawing lessons consisted of copying lithographs of various subjects in our copybooks. We used black crayon pencils to do this, and to correct any errors, we had a particular kind
of eraser called Cahoutchic which we softened in our mouths. It could be made into a small ball
and if pressed quickly made a sound very difficult for the drawing master to locate. We must have

tried his temper very much.
Exchanging stamps, was one of our school interests. It had not yet become in 1880, what it
has become today. We had our stamps and duplicates we called ‘changers’. We had no money to
buy stamps. Some of us quickly dropped the hobby, others like the writer has six to seven thousand, still not to mention having given away thousands to junior relatives and others.
My last School memories centre round our Headmaster Mr. George Clark, who during the
shortage of teachers during the first world war was dragged from his retirement to teach in the
Harris Academy Dundee!
My father when I left school in 1884 being a banker got me into an office of Shipowners as an
apprentice clerk. The firm of David Bruce and Company owned and managed a small fleet of sailing ships trading to Calcutta and Chittagong in the jute trade, then the staple industry of Dundee.
They also owned two steamships named the ‘India’ and the ‘Ganges’ - also engaged in the same
trade.
I spent the first part of my apprenticeship in the whaling office a subsidiary of the business.
The whaling-office staff consisted of Mr. Reid and the office-boy myself, Mr. Reid was a middle
aged man a bachelor, who did all the office work, except using the copying office press and attending to the counter, which was my job. The whaling yard was extensive - it had several large boilers
for rendering the seal and whale blubber into whale oil, as well as sheds for storing the whalebone
seal and walrus skins, ivory tusks from the narwhal and walrus. There was also a cooper shop for
the making and mending of barrels for the oils. Consumptives used to come and inhale the steam
from boiling vats, in the hope of being cured.
I made friends with all the sailors who sailed in the whalers. Each of our four ships the
‘Resolute’ the ‘Esquimaux’ the ‘Polynia’ and the (blank), carried a Captain an Engineer and of

course a harpooner. Captain Walker of the Polynia was a man of very strict religious principles. His
men when fishing had always Sunday off. This gave them not only a day off but time to get a rest
from this arduous work. There was no lookout on the Polynia on Sundays and ‘there she blows’,
meant nothing to him and his crew on that day. This ‘catch’ was always as good when he returned
to port.
The Dundee ships were partly officered and crewed by the Dundee seamen, and any vacancies
were made up at Peterhead. The ships made straight from Peterhead to St. Johns N.F. and sailed for
the sealing ice. The young seals were clubbed by the thousand, built up into heaps with the ships
flag, flying to enable them to be taken to their respective ships when the clubbing was over.
Returning to St. Johns, the whalers refitted and proceeded to Davis Strait and Hudson Bay or
Baffin Bay to return home before the freezeup.
When the whaling ships left in the early spring, most of their crews were ‘drunk’. The Captain
Mates and Engineers being quite sober, they had to work the ship down the Tay, till she got out
past the Bell Rock. When she returned they were very sober, and scenes of great joy with their
wives and sweethearts ensued.
The following days were busy ones at the whaling office. Each man had his pay to get, with
additions for extra duties during the voyage, and shop reductions for tobacco and other things purchased from the ship for dealing with the Esquimauxs. I got Arctic birds eggs and sealskin tobacco
pouches made by the natives from one of my whaling friends. Scotch whiskey was always the drink
kept for the Captains visitors and because I had joined the ‘Band of Hope’ previously at 15 years of
age I became a pronounced tetottler.
Three years of routine office work convinced me that a commercial career was not for me. The
Art Department of the Dundee High School attracted me, and my mother encouraging me, I

became a student there. My whole time was now occupied with art training during the day as an
art student and as an art pupil teacher in the evening. Saturday and Sunday were free days. I grew
up with a group of young art teachers among others Mr. Thomas Dunn who came from Edinburgh
and introduced me to “lettering with a broad pen”, David S. Murray; who became the first art
Master at the Morgan Hospital for boys and now one of the largest Secondary Schools in the city.
At the Dundee High School under the Art Master Mr. Grubb I obtained from the Science and
Art Department South Kensington what was known then as ‘the Art Teachers Certificate’. The art
students ‘submitted’ several large drawings of antique Figures such as The Dancing Fawn and the
Discobolus. We also practised Still Life in Watercolour, as well as submitted sheets of Classic
Architecture. Such subjects as historic ornament practical plane and solid geometry as well as
design applied to manufacture gave a good general grounding for the teaching of art in Elementary
and Secondary Schools.
Meantime my father had moved our home twice since he arrived in Dundee from Glasgow.
First to a Cottage and Garden at Blackness Road in the Balgary District where he had ample
ground for Flowers Vegetables and Hens, next we moved to Lochee adjacent to Dundee. A double
storied house off the main road from Dundee Spinning and Weaving Factories to the Lochee
Weaving Mills owned by the Cox Brothers.
Dundee and Lochee were totally given up to the manufacture of jute cloth. Away from the
centre of the city the streets were heaving with female workers, many of whom carried bundles of
jute cloth which they turned into sacks or bags by hand labour in their own homes. They all wore
shawls to protect their hair and they were known locally as shawl-wifies. Dimmutives were a common feature of the local dialect, such as mannie, wifie, laddie, lassie, mousie and housie! Everything
seemed to have been cheap during the later years of the 19th Century. Wages were low, houses were

usually rented. Most people used their legs for travelling though Dundee had then steam trams,
which were very noisy, though they seemed then very much up to date.
My father had again moved the family and the hens to a new house in Maryfield near the present Morgan Academy then known as the Morgan Hospital it had housed a number of boys who
were educated and boarded within the Gothic Structure. Its first headmaster was Mr. B. Irvine B.A.
who had had a private school opposite Mr. Clark’s West End Academy in Tay Street. At the “west
end” I had rubbed shoulders with two boys who were known later to fame as (left blank) and
Willie Craigie now Sir William Craigie Kt who has devoted all his life to Literature and was
engaged in editing the Oxford English Dictionary from 1897-1933. My earliest recollection of
him, was a magic lantern exhibition which he gave in his mothers wash house, one lantern slide he
announced as a (left blank) but he corrected himself by saying it was a “section of a drunkard’s
liver!” He was a precocious child and read English Latin And Greek at the age of six!! Another West
End Academy boy was later to be known as Sir Alfred James Ewing a great Engineer and Scientist
and later Principal and Vice Chancellor of the University of Edinburgh.
Dundee holds many art memories for me, there was Stewart Carmichael, who died recently,
almost a Spanish grandee, with his flying cloak and courtly manners. David Foggie who became
later a well known R.S.A and John Duncan R.S.A all became known later as distinguished Scottish
Artists. The Morgan Academy was now to become the centre of my interests for the next few years.
David S. Murray whom had been my senior at the Dundee High School had become art Master at
the Morgan Academy and chose me as his first assistant there. He was full of idea and experiment.
The air of the art room seemed to be alive with ideas.
The Science and Art Department set up as a result of the 1851 Exhibition (the Crystal Palace)
had been formed to promote the teaching of Science and Art throughout Britain. Drawing and

Science were given a place in the school system and Mr. Murray as art Master besides teaching the
drawing and shading of groups of cubes and prisms, began what was then the new subject of plant
drawing from nature in water colour. It was here I learned that the teaching of drawing might
develop with the teaching of art. I had now begun to practice water colour painting from nature.
Mr. Murray, myself and my junior Watson began making sketches of the countryside from Dundee
to Perth. We walked in one day from Dundee to Perth which was over 20 miles coming back by
train.
The Morgan Academy and its teaching staff from (left blank) to (left blank) virtually permeated my entire life till 1938 and memories ever since. Here I met my wife and mother of my four
children. I had never been attracted by any of the other sex before this time, nor after. She was a
pupil teacher and was ever my ideal of a wife and mother. I was 21 years of age and she was 18.
I was earning the magnificent salary of £50 per year and on this I lived quite well. Living at
home, I found £50 annually sufficient to dress appropriately and pay for any holidays I might take.
These were quite simple, and the new cushion tyre bicycles which had just been invented were a
great advance on the penny farthing which had been its predecessor! After the process of saving up
ten pounds necessary for its purchase, I could cover long distances at practically no expense.
At the Morgan Academy I made friends with William G. Smith the Science assistant. He
became eventually the first agricultural organiser in Scotland. Botany was his special interest and in
our country walks he laid the foundation of my interest in plant life which has remained and still
remains one of my varied interests.
At that early time most young men felt the urge to leave home and face the greater life of the
outer world. An advertisement of an Art Master for Coatbridge Technical School at a salary of £80
attracted me. I applied for the post and got it. Coatbridge in 1921 was then as now a part of

Scotland’s Black Country. The Technical School was the first to be opened in Scotland? and I was
the first art teacher there. My teaching time was divided between the High School during the day
and the evening classes for day workers. I also was permitted on 2 days per week to travel to
Glasgow to complete my art...
(The manuscript pages finish here)

Original Sin
When I joined Bill Scott at the usual place for a cup of coffee I found that he had invited
another friend or acquaintance at the same hour. He was a big man with large black eyes and a
huge red beard. On his head was what I have heard described as a five gallon hat, and he must have
turned the scales at 18 stones. He spoke English with a slightly foreign accent, and his linen did
not appear to have been recently laundered. Bill introduced him as Penche Zwint the well known
Latvian Artist.
Being an Artist myself and not having heard of him before he must have noticed my surprise!
Bill’s description of me as an Edinburgh Artist gave Zwint the opportunity of saying, (I thought
rather disagreeably), that he had never heard of me, but as I am a small man and not given to self
advertisement I remained silent. This seemed to anger Zwint, who treated us to a tirade directed
against Scottish Artists in general, and Edinburgh Artists in particular. Raising his voice to a high
pitch, he asked if I had not heard of the modern art urge which had swept through France, Poland
and Latvia? Timidly I mentioned the names Georges Braque and Paul Klee, and as an afterthought
Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse. These latter names seemed to add fuel to the fire. We were then
treated to a lengthy peroration, fortunately in a quieter tone of voice, so that the other tea and coffee drinkers returned to their cups, which they had deserted. His argument was that the artists
whose names I had mentioned had still some sneaking liking for actual appearances, and that even
Picasso and Matisse had not in their later works succeeded in separating themselves entirely from
any suggestion of visible symbols. I could not decide in my own mind whether he was a very Great
Painter, or merely an asylum escapee!
When I asked him whether I could see any examples of his work in the Royal Scottish

Academy Exhibition recently opened, he gave me a pitying look, informing me at the same time
that the RSA had never had, nor would ever have an opportunity of showing any of his work on its
walls. He then began a long tirade against the idiotic idea of crowding together hundreds of different pictures, most of them of doubtful merit. Lowering his voice to almost a whisper he then proceeded to inform us in details, of his own ideas on art as a whole, and of his own art practices in
particular.
He informed us that artists enjoyed a poor standard of Life principally because they concentrated too much of their time on painting. Studying natural appearances was a sheer waste of Time.
As for him he divided his art into a series of three activities. First the inspiration and production of
the picture. To achieve this consumed a great deal of thought and time. The picture must in the
first place be absolutely original. To enable him to achieve this he must not attempt to include in it
any resemblance to anything which exists or could exist either on or above the land, on or under
the Sea, He must therefore depict on his canvas only such ideas as existed in his own mind. So far
as the necessary colour scheme was concerned, he must decide the shapes and spaces of colour on
the canvas and they must be the spontaneous expression of his ego at the moment of production.
Just as he had spoken contemptuously of quantities of pictures gathered together under one roof, so
he held the view that only one picture should be shown at a time.
His second point was that, the artist was usually poor because he concentrated upon the painting of his picture and neglected its second and equally important aspect, namely its legitimate
advertisement. The average artist left this important aspect of art to chance. For this reason most
artists studios are cluttered up with dozens of canvasses, which for want of intelligent advertisement
are, well, just a dead loss.
Painters and Sculptors should not be above taking a lesson from other financially successful

salesmen. The artist, whatever he may say is dependent for his living on selling his pictures. If he
does not advertise his wares in the daily newspapers an other merchants do, he ought at least to
join some public body, and in this way make contacts with possible buyers. Public men with goods
to sell have been known to join the Town Council, and while not all of them can hope to reach the
highest office, they have opportunity to recommend their goods to an appreciative public. This second art aspect, namely advertisement, or as it is sometimes called propoganda is a more subtle
means of directing public attention than newspaper or advertisements. It makes no difference to
the artist whether his pictures are liked or disliked by the public, or whether they are praised or
condemned, as they say in the U.S. “Every knock is a boost”. As Zwint warmed to his task of
impressing us of the importance of news value, he told us an interesting story of a London Sculptor
friend of his. This friend though a very competent craftsman, who had done some fine work and
exhibited it at the Royal Academy over many years, found himself so poor that he could hardly buy
the necessary materials for his craft. At length he had an inspiration. He saw that his works in competition with other Sculptors’ works at exhibitions had little chance of finding purchasers, he therefore decided that he would produce, one Individual colossal work, (the public are always impressed
by sheer size and bulk), quite original in character and quite unlike anything ever exhibited before.
The subject he chose was, “The first Man”, (Pithecanthropus Erectea). When completed he stood
12 feet high and even in plaster weighed half-a-ton. Naturally he had a repulsive appearance, being
half-covered with bristly hair and having bent twisted arms and legs. The art critics from the
dailies, weeklies and monthlies gave him on the whole, very adverse criticisms. only a few recognising his originality and courage. For his part he was elated, knowing that adverse criticism was much
better than faint praise and as he had expected enormous crowds visited his exhibition (at half a
crown apiece) while the newspaper controversy advertised “The first man” to such good purpose,

that, when the show was closed at the end of a month he had netted enough to enable him to pay
off hie long outstanding debts, and live on the remaining balance for some considerable time. As he
shrewdly expected, he soon had an offer from a syndicate of business men “interested in art” to
purchase the now famous work, at the price he had fixed, namely, £10,000. The syndicate argued
that as “The first man” had gained so much newspaper notoriety (at no cost to them) they could
successfully show it in Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham and repay their expenditure in a
few weeks.
The financial success of his sculptor friend had encouraged Zwint in his project. My friend
Scott who as a layman had contributed very little to the discussion now invited Zwint to give us
some details of his plans. It seemed from what he said that his picture was now complete that the
art critics had already seen it, and handing us a copy of todays newspapers indicated that the exhibition was now open. It seems that he had decided upon the title of the picture was “Original Sin”!
This seemed provocative enough, the canvas (without the frame) was 12 feet wide and 15 feet
high. It occupied most of the surface of one side of the Exhibition Hall. Instead of continuing his
description he persuaded us to accompany him to the exhibition. When we came in sight of the
building we found a long queue, almost blocking the traffic for all the world like a picture-house
crowd, or a fish queue. It reminded me of the processions seen in the Red Square at Lenins tomb.
We passed by the crowd and Zwint let us in by a side door not open to the public. What can I
say of the picture? First of all I was impressed by its size. I am sorry to say that I could not distinguish anything in it to warrant the titIe “Original Sin” perhaps I really was one of those whose art
ideas were totally out of date. I pressed towards a group of Zwint’s admirers who were arguing with
some of the crowd. They were explaining what the various spaces of violent colour were meant to
express. in the same way as an infant explains its own drawing to you.

Meantime the crowd kept circulating at a slow pace from entrance to exit and as I was part of
the moving melee, the last sounds I heard were the tinkling of the shillings in the cash-box at the
entrance. We had fortunately lost Zwint in the Exhibition, and while Bill returned to his office to
dictate some more letters, I returned to my studio to gaze sadly on stacks of pictures, unsold, destined for want of courage on the part of their creator, to further deposits of future dust.

————— oOo —————

Chapter One
At the age of fourteen, perhaps because I was such a good writer, I was apprenticed as clerk in
an office. It soon became evident however both at home and to my employers that my interests
were not in business, so I left at the end of my apprenticeship.
My Mother encouraged me in my desire for an Art Training and I spent two years in the Art
Department of Dundee High School under the guidance of the Art Master W. M. Grubb and
obtained the Art Teachers Certificate. This qualified me for my first teaching appointment as Art
Assistant to D. Scott Murray at Morgan Academy, Dundee, at a salary of £50 a year. During my
two years there I gained much experience in teaching methods, as Mr Murray was both hardworking and ingenious.
In 1891 at the age of 21 I became the first Art Master at the High and Technical Schools of
Coatbridge, at a salary of £80 per year. The advance of £30 on my salary seemed a considerable
one, but I found it was just sufficient to cover my cost of living including my fees and travelling
thrice weekly to Glasgow School of Art, where I gained my Art Masters Certificate. My next
appointment was Art Master at the New High School, Arbroath, at a salary of £150 per year. This
was in 1893 and I spent ten very happy years there, experimenting with new and more progressive
methods of Art teaching. By this time I had definitely decided that the current practice of copying
from the flat, which was the principal subject in the Drawing Syllabus had no educational value for
the pupils. I therefore substituted plant drawing and design for the conventional subject of
Freehand.
I was encouraged and commended first by Robert Blair H.M.I. later Sir Robert Blair, Chief
Executive Officer for Education, London County Council, and John T. Ewen, Scottish Education

Department, as well as by E. A. Walton. R.S.A.
The Art teachers of the East of Scotland were so interested in their teaching, that at a meeting
at the Arbroath High School a North East of Scotland Art Teachers’ Association was formed. At a
later date this developed into The Scottish Art Teachers’ Association, of both of which I became
President.
Coming to Edinburgh in 1904 as Art Master at George Watson’s Ladies College (Part time) I
soon added appointments at St.Margaret’s College and Merchiston Castle School from 1912 till
1922, when I finally gave up these on my appointment as Lecturer in Art at Moray House Training
College.
Thirteen years of the training of Art Teachers completed my teaching career and I retired in
1935. During my Art Teaching of 46 years I found both time and energy for other Art Activities,
some of which are listed in the following:-

“Studio Magazine” Competitions
1897 - 1899
Vol
12
...
13
13

Page
208 Embroidered Book Cover
285 ... in colour
Design for a Secretaire
Design for a Pictorial Post-card

1st Prize

£ 1: 1: -

2nd ...
1st ...

£ 1: 1: £ 1: 1: -

13
206 Design for a ‘Ladies’ Belt Buckle.
13
207 Design for an Advertisement
13
217 Design for a Portiere
14
... in colour
14
293 Embroidered Cushion Cover
14
293 Pen and Ink Study of Old Bridge
15
69 ...
15
60 Study of Boats
15
143 Design in metal Sign
15
143 Picturesque Cottage
15
128 Design for Playing Card back
15
218 Landscape with Cattle
15
290 Design for Tea-ware
15
291 Drawing of Seed Pods
16
142 Design for a Fender
16
144 ...
16
213 Design for Wallpaper
16
213 Alphabet for French Railways
August 1898 Silver Medal for Year 1897 - 1898.
Ten Honourable Mentions, Eight Prizes

Honourable Mention
...
1st Prize
£ 1: 1: 1st ...
1st ...

£ 2: 2: £ 1: 1: -

Honourable Mention
...
...
...
...
...
...
1st Prize
£ 1: 1: Honourable Mention
Prize
£ 2: -: -

£11: 9: -

Art Teaching Appointments
1890 - 91
1891 - 95
1895 - 04
1904 - 21
1906 - 22
1922 - 35

Dundee
Coatbridge
Arbroath
Edinburgh
...
...

Morgan Academy, 1st Asst. Art Master.
High and Technical Schools, Art Master.
High School, Art Master.
George Watson’s Ladies College, Art Master.
Merchiston Castle School, Art Master.
Provincial Training College, Lecturer in Art.

Short Term Teaching Appointments
1902
1903
1902
1905 - 06

Stromness, Orkney. Summer Classes for Teachers.
Stromness, Orkney. Summer Classes for Teachers.
Edinburgh. Merchant Company Classes for Teachers.
Edinburgh. Classes for Teachers at Boroughmuir School.

Art Training
1887 - 90
1891 - 93
1893

Dundee
Glasgow.
Paris.

High School, obtained Art Class Teachers’ Certificate
School of Art, obtained Art Masters Certificate
Academie Colarossi. Life Drawing & Painting
Academie Julien. Life Drawing & Painting

Pictures Exhibited
1889
1890
1896
1905
1906

Dundee
Dundee
Arbroath
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Art Society.
Art Society.
Picture Gallery.
Royal Scottish Academy.
Royal Scottish Academy.

One Man Exhibitions
1898 Arbroath
1905-06 Glasgow
1913 Dundee
1914 London
1918 London
1919 London
1921 Edinburgh
1922 London
1923 London
1925 London
1926 Edinburgh

Public Hall.
Scottish Guild of Handicraft.
Art Society.
Allied Artists’ Association.
Derry & Toms’ Galleries, with other Artists.
Derry & Toms’ Galleries, with four other Artists.
Jenner’s, Princes Street.
Gieves gallery. Opened by Sir John Martin Harvey.
Gieves Gallery, with two other Artists.
Gieves gallery, with two other Artists.
Townsend & Thompson, with another Artist.

Books & Other Publications
1893 Freehand Drawing Cards “Brushwork Series”.
1893 Freehand Wall Diagrams “Silhouette Series”.
1901 “Imprints” An Art Quarterly, Four issues only.
1900 - 01 “Simple Furniture” Three editions.
1902 “Rudiments of Design” based on Plant form.
1909 “Modern Methods of Art Instruction”.
1910 “Embroidery & Stencilling” Burns and Wyse.
1911 “Modern Type Display and the Use of Type Ornaments”.
1911 “Fifty Japanese Stencils”.
1911 “Six Scottish Historical Characters”, in two colour Litho’s.
1911
... Post-card size.
1923 “Twelve Old Masters”, in colour.
1927 “Scottish Exhibition of Pupils Art Work, Moray House”.
1928 “Plant Form”, 24 Cards.

Pamphlets on Art Teaching by H.T. Wyse
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

“Memory and Imaginative Drawing”.
“Blackboard Writing & Drawing”.
“Formal Writing” (Pupil’s Copy Book).
“Stencilling”.
“Emboridery Design”.
“The Making & Decorating of Simple Pottery”.
“Art Printing Porcesses”.
“Geometric Patterns”.

Lists of Arts & Crafts Practised by H.T. Wyse
Arts
1. Pencil Light & Shade.
2. Watercolour.
3. Oil Colour
4. Pastel.
5. Lithography.
6. Etching.
7. Wood Engraving.

Crafts
1. Stencilling.
2. Papier Mâché.
3. Lettering & Illuminating.
4. Pottery.
5. Marbling (Surface Tensions).
6. Silver Jewellery.
7. Starch & Paste Patterns.
8. Crush Papers.

Lists of Crafts & Processes Designed For - by H.T. Wyse
Designs for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Embroidery.
Furniture.
Printing Type and Type Ornaments.
Heraldry.
All-over Patterns.
Wall-papers.

Patented Machine-Processes:
Patent No. 408-765
Patent No. 19770-34

Marbling.
New Wyse Process.

Printing Processes (Not Patented):
1. Transfer Printing on Paper.
2. Transfer Printing on Fabrics.
3. Direct Printing from Zinc-Plates on Papewr and Fabrics.

Foreign Travel:
France 1893.
Holland, Painting, 1914.
Italy 1928 & 1929.
France 1931.
Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 6 weeks each, 1934, 1935, 1936.
Other Activities:
Ten years Growing of Apples, Pears and Plums.
With classified records 1939-49
Five years Research in Seed Germination.
________________

Chapter Two
The more serious part of my Art training began at the Glasgow School of Art, under the directorship of Francis H. Newbery or ‘The Fra’ as he was known by his students. He died as recently as
1946, but gives no date of birth in “Who’s Who”, surely not out of false modesty as there was no
trace of that in his composition. He sported an unusual type of head-gear rather like an inverted
flower-pot with a sufficient surrounding brim. Astigmatism also compelled, or at least suggested the
necessity or the desirability of sporting a monocle with a broad black ribbon which added to his
impressive appearance as he condescendingly talked down to his students. Like Mr Churchill and
Elbert Hubbard and other natural geniuses or should it be genii? he believed that incipient art
lurked in the minds and hands of everyone though he did not go so far as to say as Elbert Hubbard
did that Art was all a matter of tie and haircut! Soon after Newbery became Head of Glasgow
School of Art which is quite a different thing from The Glasgow School of Painting, he naturally
became a member of the Glasgow Art Club. At his inauguration dinner he startled his fellow diners
by introducing his toast with the words “Gentlemen I thank God I am not a Scotsman”. This
extraordinary faux pas was eclipsed by the responder who replied “Gentlemen I feel sure that I
express the feelings of all present when I say that we all agreed with Mr Newbery when he said that
he thanked God he was not a Scotsman! The Fra did little actual instruction leaving that in the
hands of his capable heads and assistants. Occasionally he drifted into the various studios letting
fall words of wisdom upon unsuspecting students. On one occasion he spied a student who was
painfully trying to picture a group of still life. Said the Fra “Your Palette and your brushes”. The
student complied. Fixing his monocle in his eye he demanded “Any ‘flake white’?” The student
protested “You told us never to use ‘flake white’”. “Yes” said the Fra “I said you couldn’t use flake

white but I can”! Commenting on a large chalk drawing of the statue of Antinous, which I was
shading for submission to the Science and Art Department, he said “Yes that’s the kind of thing
they like at South Kensington”. Only after he had left me did I realise that his apparently
favourable comment was a severe condemnation of my work. Before I had time to reply he had
probably fired off a similar squib at another wishful thinker! His own pictures, which we often saw
at the annual Exhibitions at the Maclellan Galleries, were painted with the utmost degree of detail.
His students painted like Old Masters while he painted like a primitive! One of the Glasgow
Evening papers commenting on the annual Exhibition in the Maclellan Galleries said of one of his
pictures showing two little girls seated at a desk doing some task “Mr Newbery’s Number 47 ‘Kept
in’ should have been ‘Kept out’”. Notwithstanding his Peculiarities and eccentricities he did much
to advertise the Glasgow School of Art.
Following upon my Glasgow training I went for a time to Paris and studied at Julian’s under
W. Bougereau and George Ferrier in 1893.
The members of the Glasgow School were not in harmony with The Royal Scottish Academy
in Edinburgh which naturally favoured their own members even though many of them had migrated to London. One has only to mention the names of W. Q. Orchardson, John Pettie, Sir George
Reid, Wm. McTaggart and many others. The Glasgow School included many since recognised as
pioneers. They were W. Y. Macgregor, the “Father” of the Glasgow School, Sir James Guthrie, E. A.
Walton, George Henry, Joseph Crawhall, Arthur Melville, E. A. Hornel, Sir John Lavery, Alexander
Roche, D. Y. Cameron, John Duncan and James W. Herald. I was closely associated with Herald
for many years and as he has had no biographer I regard it as a privilege to record something of his
life and work.

Chapter Three
After having completed two years as Art Master at Coatbridge High and Technical Schools I
was appointed the first Art Master at the new High School Arbroath. There I spent nine busy
years. My predecessor combined the teaching of writing and drawing. The high standard I had
attained at the West End Academy Dundee made the teaching of writing very easy. My predecessor
had adhered to the good old “Freehand” drawing: that is copying Greek Ornaments and other outlines with pencil on paper. One child on being asked at the end of the day by his male parent what
he had drawn replied “A naething” whatever it was it meant nothing to him. The old Arbroath
High School had been run as a collegiate school: that is each master took his fees for his own subject and the classical Master Mr John Ross was recognised as the Headmaster. When the staff and
Scholars were transferred to the New High School under the authority of the Arbroath School
Board the relations of the Headmaster and other Masters of English, Languages, Mathematics and
so on were apt to be strained. Mr Ross our Head was a little man with white side whiskers. He was
very short-sighted and wore extra thick spectacles. I remember on one occasion shortly after I
began teaching in the High School that I had ordered some life-size antique Figure Plaster casts.
The very large empty cases were stored in an angle of the building behind the hall. Mr Ross who
had one day found his class-room empty eventually located his class in the empty cast boxes. On
another occasion his class-room was apparently unoccupied. He searched the adjoining School Hall
with no success, returning to his class-room he found it completely occupied by a body of Greek
scholars formerly invisible below their desks. The School Hall was used for all public functions
such as examinations and prize givings. The entire school were gathered there on the morning of
May 17th 1900. The news of the relief of Mafeking had just been announced and Mr Ross

thought it desirable that he should mark the occasion by a speech. He said something like this
“Boys and girls this is a great occasion, a day you will remember all your lives. On such days as this
history is made. Even I do not remember such a famous ‘victory’”! A voice was heard, sotto-voce
“What about the Battle of Waterloo?”.
During my Arbroath period I found much interest in developing Art teaching along with new
and interesting lines. Mr Ross the Headmaster had retired owing to the age limit and Mr C.H.
Milne had been appointed in his place. He showed a great interest in the work of the Art
Department and along with Mr Robert Blair, later Chief Executive Officer of Education of London
County Council, encouraged me in my unconstitutional methods of teaching. Art teaching
throughout the country in those days was purely mechanical. The reign of the retired Army
Captains and Colonels appointed by the Science and Art Department as Inspectors was drawing to
a close. They were paid at a rate of so much per hundred scholars they examined. The
“Examination” consisted in giving out Freehand Cards and collecting the copies made by the
pupils. Of course they knew nothing of either Science or Art and were only concerned to make certain that when the number of pupils was one hundred and ninety nine an extra pupil had to be got
from somewhere to supply the missing digit!

“Simple Furniture” made in Arbroath
Not only does the question of how many chairs tables and cupboards one should have demand
attention but the shapes colours and uses of these require as much attention as is often given to
questions of much smaller account. It will be readily understood that the special needs of people
and rooms vary considerably. A diningroom may be either over or under finished by the regulation
diningroom suite of six hand and two easy-chairs, a couch, a handsome sideboard and extending
table. These are often crowded into a room capable of containing comfortably half the number of
pieces indicated. A room should be furnished to give the maximum comfort and not in such a
manner as to suggest that the living occupants are intruders. Any furniture, which is simply and
soundly made, suggests the use for which it is intended. It will be noticed that the furniture illustrated has little or no decoration. There ought to be a suggestion of “preciousness” in the enrichment of useful furnishings and this is lost when the decoration is applied without discrimination.
When a piece of furniture is so much covered by carving that its original form is lost, one naturally
thinks of carving turned out by the yard as it often in reality is. The schemes of colour for panels
have not been indicated these depending largely on the general tone of each piece and on the
predilection of the patron for certain schemes. The intention however is to keep the general tones
sombre with small points of interest in stronger colours. The decoration of the panels is in most
cases in relief. The mounts are of brass or copper though other metals could be used where the general colour warranted their adoption. The following is from “The Art Record”.
The old masters were not only painters and sculptors but architects jewellers and wood carvers.
The fact that art magazines devote so much space to the consideration of applied art indicate that

the time has now passed away when designers and craftsmen were regarded as being “without the
pale” of the art world. When we look around and find that such artists as George Frampton,
George C. Haite, and a host of men of similar standing are devoting time and talent to the arts and
crafts “decorative” so called we may safely assume that the distinction indicated is of a truth a thing
of the past”.

G.W.L.C & Holyrood Pottery
I left Arbroath High School and became Art Master in George Watson’s Ladies’ College in
1904. 1 saw that if I did not make a change at that time from a provincial town to the capital I
might not have another such opportunity in the future. I had been conducting Friday evening and
Saturday morning classes for the teachers of the Merchant Company during 1902 - 1903 so that I
had what might be termed a weekend connection. The salary was the same as I had enjoyed in
Arbroath but the teaching time was only fifty per cent. This free time was soon occupied by other
appointments at another ladies college and by Merchiston Castle School. At George Watson’s
Ladies College on the suggestion of Miss Charlotte Ainslie, the headmistress, the art pupils of the
different classes designed and embroidered a school Banner. It is eight feet high and is a monumental specimen of art and craft. My memories of Merchiston Castle School are very happy ones. The
boys had along with their other art lessons some practice in designing and cutting stencils. They
were so eager to see the results obtained from cutting and repeating stencil units that no question
of discipline ever occurred, what never? well in the words of Gilbert, hardly ever. It was during the
period 1904 - 1921 when I was at George Watson’s Ladies College I began my experiments in making pottery. I had got some very small trial pieces fired in a friend’s kiln and was so enamoured
with the results that I determined to continue my efforts. The making of earthenware pots is the
oldest craft in the world. The primitive potter dug his own clay, ‘tempered’ or prepared it by treading it with his naked feet, built up his pot slowly by hand, dried it in the sun and finally hardened
it in a wood fire; all this was done without the use of a single tool. The identical method is still in
use in Central Africa today. Robinson Crusoe made his pottery in a similar manner and quaintly
describes his experiences thus:- “I need not say that I wanted no sort of earthenware for my use;

but I must needs say, as to the shapes of them, they were very indifferent, as anyone may suppose,
when I had no way of making them but as the children make dirt pies, or as a woman would make
pies that had never learned to raise paste. No joy at a thing of so mean a nature was ever equal to
mine when I found I had made an earthenware pot that would bear fire.” Primitive pottery suffered from the disadvantage of being the discovery at a late date that it could be made watertight
by a coating of fusible glaze prevented its displacement by more costly, non porous vessels.
Thousands of years later the invention of the potter’s wheel made pot making easier and thus
ensured its continued use for domestic purposes. Sincere art has its birth in the loving production
of the essentials of everyday life. The early potters made his pots as beautiful as possible and their
gay coloured glazes did not in any-way impair their usefulness. At the present day those early
pieces are eagerly sought for by private collectors and are also treasured in our great art museums.
The old potter used his imagination and skill and the result was an artistic unity - an expression of
his personality. If pots are to have any character they must be made one by one like a picture a garden or a love-letter. Pots made on a wheel bear the impress of the potter’s thumb - and mind - no
two of them can be exactly alike. The old potters like the old painters trained apprentices who in
course of time became Master Potters. Those handed on the craft practices to their successors down
the years so that the ancient processes are still being carried on by individual craftsmen in quite
small workshops. There are often village industries owned and carried on by humble people of
small means. In France, Belgium, Holland and Italy much pottery is still made in the old way. Even
in industrial Britain there still exist potteries which carry on the craft on traditional lines. In the
race for wealth which characterised the rise of the Industrial Era the potter gradually developed into
the business man, while his assistants and helpers became mere “hands”. Money meant power and
every device which speeded up production and thus increased sales was eagerly welcomed.

Numberless patents for improved machines clay mixtures were taken out and jealously guarded.
The making of earthenware ceased to be a craft and rapidly degenerated into a trade which depended on the work of specialised operatives. Small potting shops grew, into huge factories in which the
pottery “hand” was not expected nor encouraged to take any interest in the pot before or after he
handled it. If it was unsucessfully fired the fireman blamed the glazer and then ensued a long chain
of shifted responsibilities. The modern pot is a fatherless waif made of clay, mined by a Company
of limited liability, “pugged” by a monster of cylinders and wheels, “formed” by an ingenious “jolly
and jigger” machine which turns out thousands of its kind per day, “finished” by a “fettler” glazed
by a “dipper”, put into the kiln by a “placer”; baked by a fireman, classified by a “sorter” (whose
eagle eye looks for faults not beauty). - no wonder the pot has at the end no character. Uniformity
of body and glaze, accuracy of finish and cheapness of production are commercial not art qualities.
Cultured people do not buy beautiful things because they are cheap nor will they endure ugliness
where beauty and use may be combined. The dissatisfaction among the workers of the present day
is the result of soulless production the processes of which call for no intelligence. The average operator or “hand” endures his soulless employment for eight hours a day and has his or her eye fixed
upon the clock which in due time records his or her release!

Holyrood Pottery
Holyrood pottery was made in the old spirit though under modern conditions. The pottery
was situated in the old city of Edinburgh, not far from the Abbey and Palace from which the ware
took its name. Holyrood pottery was made by an artist turned potter His pottery had existed only
in his mind though he had a very full knowledge of colour, form and decoration acquired by study
in Art Schools and Museums. He was a designer and worker in many crafts. He had visited the
world. famous porcelain factories at Dresden and Sevres. He had exhibited his pictures in oil, water
colour and pastel in London and Provincial galleries and though he had been decorating pottery in
underglaze for years he was not a potter! How to acquire a beginning in practical clay working was
the question to be solved. He found on enquiry that it was practically impossible for an interested
outsider to gain any knowledge of pottery processes at first hand. Through the kindness of a relative he obtained a letter of introduction to the proprietor of a large china factors in Staffordshire.
On arriving at the lodge-gate he was detained till the proprietor appeared. To him he submitted
some examples of his pottery experiments. He was not however invited inside nor given any
encouragement or information. Being unable to obtain any help from those who “knew how” the
artist was compelled to find out for himself by the slower process of trial and error. This was playing
the primitive potter with a vengeance especially to an observant and imaginative nature which
could see promise in many a partial failure. To enable theory to be tested by practice a place to
work in had to be found. Two small adjoining rooms with low ceilings were secured. One to be
used as a workshop, the other in which to house the kiln. Though the kiln was not very large it
almost filled the smaller room. The kiln was fired by gas and when it was in operation, the temperature was as high as the artist-potter could tolerate. The old lady who lived in the room above com-

plained that it was so hot there that her cat could not sit down in comfort! it was quite likely that
when summer came so would the police. As if to emphasise the justice of her complaint, the entire
plaster ceiling fell suddenly one day on the devoted head of the clay enthusiast. In the craft of potting much has to be learnt about bodies, glazes and firing so that several months of steady experiment were necessary before anything resembling earthenware was produced. Nothing in the way of
pots or bowls had yet been attempted, the experiments had confined his attention to making small
roundels for silver jewiellery. Thousands of feet of expensive Edinburgh gas were consumed and
much perspiration exuded before a satisfactory standard was reached, but eventually the kiln yielded up its secrets one by one. Design moulds and dies for ladies’ dress buttons were now made and
the processes of stamping and glazing were perfected. Some of those early samples got into the
hands of a “commercial” and soon orders began to come in for special sizes shapes and colours. The
kiln heat was found to be insufficient for some glazes and too great for others so that the artist was
so busy that he had to find an assistant to make the buttons. His choice fell upon an amiable but
totally inexperlenced Irishwoman temporarily out of a job. As she was of a social disposition not
happy when working alone, she got a girl just left school as a helper. More button orders demanded
more button-makers and the workroom became too small for the buttonlady and her brood;
besides the old lady upstairs still complained of the heat. A larger place with a loftier ceiling was a
necessity and after much searching an old building dedicated in former years to the god Bacchus
was found to be unoccupied and to let. Its ground floor was of concrete. It had a line of shafting
and a motor for driving it which to the prophetic eye of the artist would be essential when a throwing wheel had been got - and a thrower. It looked a huge place compared with the two small rooms
and would easily house the kiln, the buttonlady and her helpers and still leave space for future
developments. An inside stairway at the far end led to a similar flat above. To the new premises the

offending kiln along with the clay tubs pails and other paraphernalia were carted while the amiable
Irishwoman and her assistants brought up the rear. A new gas main of large diameter had to be laid
from the main street to the kiln and the British workmen employed in making the connection
recked little of the artistic impatience as they smoked their pipes while resting on their spades or
lovingly tended their tea-cans boiling on their camp-fires. The practical experience which had been
gained in the making and glazing of small earthenware articles coupled with the larger premises
now available enabled the artist to continue his experiments in the direction of making pots - the
goal towards which he had always looked. A throwing wheel was now got and connected to the
electrically driven shafting. To find a thrower of taste was a much more difficult matter. The craft
of the all round potter having practically died out - the best that could be hoped for was a thrower
with possibilities, someone who though a specialist might be interested in pottery as a whole.
Curiously enough the very man was living and working less than three miles away. He thought he
would have a look at this local pottery-shop before deciding to pack up and leave the district.
Unlike the man who had started the pottery he was no beginner at the job. George Griffiths was
his name. Forty years of constant practice at the wheel had gone to the perfecting of his skill and
though he made no pretence of being an all round potter he cherished the old craft spirit and little
that had taken place in the vicinity of his wheel these forty years had escaped his keen eye and
mind. Here was a thrower with possibilities and being young and adventurous in spirit though old
in experience he decided to take on the job. Accustomed to throwing all sizes and shapes of pots he
found the making of simple bowls and jars easy enough and having been used to coal firing only
began to look upon this new method of firing by gas with interest. Taking it in charge he soon
fathomed its special peculiarities. The Irishwoman had ere this found pastures new and another,
Molly Thomson, had been engaged to direct the button makers. Supervision alone was not howev-

er sufficient to absorb all her energies and in a short time she had lapped up all the processes from
wedging clay to firing the kiln. Nothing that had to be done came amiss to her and being an expert
embroiderer she began to use pottery roundels along with embroidery. Thus a new class of art
products was evolved. Several girls with a taste for art were now engaged to learn the whole craft in
the old fashioned way by indentured apprenticeship. Special periods were reserved each week during working hours in which they learned pottery designing and embroidery and they were encouraged to experiment and try new methods for themselves. The special character of the colouring and
glazing of the ware is the happy result of endless experiments on the part of the artist ably backed
up by the enthusiasm of the other workers. Coloured glaze making in modern times a specialised
business in which the machinery and methods employed are so perfect that nothing short of dead
uniformity in glazes is possible. In most modern pottery the glaze is sprayed by means of a vaporiser so that the finished surface is as uniform as the surface of the door of a motor car and equally as
uninteresting. The glazes used were leadless glazes and though they required a greater heat in firing
than lead glazes they obviate any chance of lead poisoning, a disease not unknown among potters
plumbers and other lead workers. The irregularity of the colouring of the old pottery which constitutes part of its charm was the result of methods of glaze making and dipping then employed. In
the old days the potter made his own glazes colouring them with the more or less crude metallic
oxides from which they derive their distinctive colour. The artist decided that a return to the original Egyptian and Chinese patterns was imperative. Most of those were produced by means of iron
and copper oxides. - A wide range of beautiful shades of yellow red turquoise and green. While the
lustre effects were obtained by varying the atmosphere of the kiln. The characteristic copper and silver lustres of the Italians and Moorish were made so successfully during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries have always attracted the attention of potters since that time. Those effects were got by

reduction - that is by the use of fire with the minimum quantity of air. The kiln had begun to be
defective and it was owing to this that we first got the lustre effects. Earthenware glazes of ordinary
kinds are usually fired in air-tight chambers into which no coal smoke or gas fumes are allowed to
enter. The old method of producing lustre glazes was by burning wood among the ware, the lustre
effects being produced by the wood-smoke. The second kiln was off for repairs, its floor having
been burned out by continuous use and the artist thought that it might be possible to produce lustre effects in this defective kiln. Upon a trial being made it was found that by burning gas directly
among the ware beautiful lustre effects were obtained and further that ordinary coloured glazes
could also be fired if the proper admixture of air and gas was used. This was an important discovery
so far as the firing was concerned. Instead of repairing the defective kiln a new one ten times as
large as the first was designed and constructed, the necessary air being supplied by a fan driven
from the shafting. The departure of the manageress on the occasion of her marriage opened the
way for her successor the artist’s daughter Helann who had just completed a course of drawing
painting and design and crafts at Edinburgh College of Art. The artist’s son Lothian now assisted in
the making of the ware and became an expert thrower. The health of the workers being safeguarded
by the use of leadless glazes only, the vexatious restrictions and inspections of Home Office doctors
was obviated. The output from such a pottery is a very limited one, - the personality of the artist
cannot be spread over a colossal production. This mistake was made by the eighteenth century potters at the beginning of the Industrial Age. They permitted the craft of the workshop to degenerate
into the trade of the factory and though the factories still bear the honoured names of their potter founders, their decendents and “hands” still make endless replicas of their original creations. Big
business kills art and craft. Holyrood ware has to be seen to be appreciated. No two pieces are
exactly alike just as no two leaves or no two faces are indentical and the colourings and markings of

the glazes are unusually beautiful. Soft shades of lilac and grey, stronger blendings of blue and purple, gorgeous harmonies of crimson and orange are some of the harmonies obtained. The ware is of
all sizes and forms from bowls up to two inches diameter to vases and beakers two feet high. The
ware is made for the “cognoscenti” the people who know and not for the general public.
Notwithstanding this Holyrood ware has reached the far-off places of the earth showing that the
“cognoscenti” are located almost everywhere. It finds admirers among collectors in Australia New
Zealand, Canada, United States of America and elsewhere as well as at home. Examples of
Holyrood pottery were selected for exhibition at the British Empire Exhibition at Wembley 192425 and illustrated in the year’s “Art in the Studio” Magazine of 1925 and 1926 as well as at the
Enterprise Scotland Exhibition of 1947.
What might be termed my extra mural activities persistently overflowed into my teaching practice. I always found it possible to give to my pupils during their formal lessons some indication of
what I was doing in my spare time. For example during the period when I was studying lettering as
-practised by the monks of the middle ages, I issued prints of capitals and small letters for my
pupils’ use. At that time legible and well formed lettering was at a very low ebb and Edward
Johnston of The Royal College of Art had investigated the historical development of the subject
and issued a book which is still the acknowledge volume on the subject. My pupils and students
were intensely interested and felt they had gained a new skill so that any notices they had to letter,
or any addresses they inscribed on parcels were definitely legible. In the same manner when my
pottery adventure was being carried on, the girls at George Square learned how to make beads and
pendants. had them fired at the Holyrood Pottery, coloured and finished them and used them for
their personal adornment. Thus combining art and utility. The teacher who is only a teacher and
not still a learner is apt to become stale and his pupils and students soon feel this and react accord-

ingly. Some crafts need little in the way of equipment and materials. For instance stencilling is a
craft which can be employed in many ways. It consists of cutting patterns with a sharp point on
stiff paper and painting the open spaces on paper or cloth. It also allows of continuous repetition of
the same form thus making patterned surfaces. Practice in any craft suggests new possibilities. The
Japanese carried this craft to such an extent that it became and still is of great commercial importance in that country. They used a very stiff paper made from mulberry leaves and thus provided
themselves with stencil paper so tough that it had a very long life in use. Such crafts as embroidery
is particularly suitable for girls and this craft was taught in collaboration viith the sewing teachers at
George Watson’s Ladies College that the pupils of my period there have left a monumental example
of their designing and craft skill. During many years my attention was directed to the possibilities
of pattern based not only upon the forms of plants and flowers but also upon the wonderful geometric patterns of hoar frost and many other manifestations to be seen in nature. During a period
of over twenty years I had studied the patterns produced by the graphic records of oscillating pendulums known variously as designographs or harmonographs. This rather obscure subject has
attracted the attention largely of scientists but its design possibilities have so far hardly been appreciated. No apparatus as such could be purchased so I had to make my own machines. This involved
much painstaking experiment but being interesting in the extreme eventual success crowned my
efforts. Of course my pupils and students had an opportunity not only of seeing the records but of
actually using the machines. I have no doubt that in the memories of at least some of them this
practice has left its mark. I had for many years been developing my interest in Fine Art so-called.
This necessitated not only visits to picture galleries but also accompanying my pupils to picture
exhibitions not so much for the purpose of telling them what they should like as to find out what
their reactions were to pictures of different subjects. I found that young people respond in the first

place to the subject.
There was no need to persuade them if what they saw in the picture made any normal appeal.
For instance the very young made immediate decisions about kittens and cats puppies and dogs. In
winter time they liked landscapes and especially those which reminded them of a place where they
had spent a summer holiday. On a warm summer day they preferred snow scenes and skaters on
the ice because they looked so cool. They abhorred portraits of those who were aged and stern
because as they said of a famous portrait of Bismark by a noted German painter he looked so
grumbly. In other words before the age of puberty they regarded a picture as they would have
regarded a coloured photograph. From fifteen years and onwards their reactions were quite different. Among girls especially colour and sentiment had a special appeal. They made no reference to
subject or composition. Colour was their predominant interest in pictures as it is in their individual
lives. They expressed their appreciation of pastel shades and soft colourings no doubt imagining
themselves as the subjects of the pictures. It was a common practice of mine to bring before my
pupils coloured reproductions of architecture sculpture and crafts of all periods ranging from
ancient Egypt to modern times. These prints were displayed in entrance halls. school galleries as
well as in the Art class-rooms where they were used to illustrate the history and evolution of art
throughout historic times. A printed table of the principal artists was used and they thus began to
learn something of artists and their works. About this time I was asked to write appreciations of
well-known pictures for a series of school readers. Each picture illustrated had a coloured reproduction with an description facing the print. The comments I made included the story of the picture
as well as its less obvious art qualities. Since then the subject of pictorial art instruction in
Secondary Schools has been much extended and in some districts type collections of good reproductions in colour have been circulated by Education Authorities.
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Introductory
We may approach the subject of Art from two directions. Either we may regard it from the
historical standpoint placing the different Schools in their order of development; beginning with
the Italian school and ending at the present moment, or we may regard the subject from a human
immediate and intimate viewpoint.
We regard the Artist as a man or woman very like ourselves and we have a natural desire to
know not only his pictures but the man or woman who made them The artist, unlike the camera,
cannot be a neutral observer and recorder. He is a human being with both excellencies and weaknesses which his pictures portray, and if we are to get the most out of his works we must approach
as far as we can to his point of view. Most artists are content that their pictures should speak for
themselves. To make this possible the listener must be willing to understand. The true artist always
speaks in two languages, one of which describes the subject, and the second which is more subtle,
talks of design, colour and technique. It is this second language which requires cultivation and

which demands both time and sustained attention.
As few of us have the opportunity of meeting the artist personally we must depend upon our
own judgment when looking at his pictures, which may be amplified by the art critic or art writer
who acts as a go between. He unfortunately often attempts to dictate to the man in the street his
own point of view, forgetting that there are all kinds of pictures for all kinds of people. Such a dictator attempts to talk down to those who are foolish enough to accept his opinions without question. Some more reasonable basis must be found and it is here suggested that a better understanding may be achieved if the artists point of view can be communicated to the man in the street. In
the case of the artist who is no longer with us this can only be done by someone who knew him
intimately and who, understanding his views, is in a position to communicate them to others. It is
equally necessary that his pictures should be seen in Public Art Galleries or that reproductions of
them should accompany the written word.
The subject of Art appreciation or the liking and understanding of pictures, has occupied its
attention of prominent art teachers in Scottish Secondary Schools for more than forty years. Classes
of children have visited Art Collections in Public Galleries with their teachers and the pupils have
been encouraged to express their likes and dislikes. It has been a universal experience that young
children are interested mostly in the subject of the picture, while the older ones express their colour
and composition preferences as well. This marks a real beginning in art appreciation and leads to
an understanding of the individual points of view and techniques of different artists. This is equally
true or adult who have not given any attention to the understanding of pictures. Every kind of Art
or Craft is in the same case.
A very large proportion of the sixty thousand people who watch a football match on a
Saturday afternoon derive their pleasure or otherwise, not from the final score only, but because

they understand and appreciate the technique of the players. We cannot be finally satisfied with a
picture because it looks real, but because we appreciate something of the means used in its making.
If a likeness to reality is all you demand then a coloured photograph would meet your case
exactly. It is because an artist’s pictures contain some individual personal quality that you are
attracted to or repelled by them. You apply the same standards to the people of your acquaintance.
The story of painting is a long one and those who devote much attention to it have their due
reward. But it is not for us. We are constant to know that during the long period of eight hundred
years many different techniques were practised, and that most o them are still in use today. We can
easily distinguish between pictures which are painted with great neatness and attention to detail,
and those which are painted very roughly. If we praise those which are neat, and object to those
which are coarse, we are apt to commend the moral qualities of practice and neatness with which
Art expression is not necessarily concerned. No amount of industry and patience alone will ever
produce a work of art. Extreme neatness at one end of the scale and roughness at the other are both
equally beside the point. We must find other standards which the artist displays in his work. We
have already discounted likeness to reality (or our conception of it) with which the colour photographer can provide us. What then are some of the art qualities which a good picture should express?
In the first place it will reflect the art ideas of its creator. If he has a conventional commonplace
mind it will surely show in his pictures, which will be very like the pictures of his conventional
commonplace contemporaries. The commonplace artist conforms to the accepted formula of his
period. On the other hand more novelty or eccentricity can make no permanent appeal to a well
balanced mind.
When a picture resembles nothing on earth or sky or sea, and requires a spoken or printed
description to enable us to understand what it is meant to represent, we are entitled to suspect that

the artist has chosen the wrong medium or the expression of his ideas!
What then are the essentials necessary in a picture so that it should be enjoyed? First, that it
should be sufficiently like reality to be recognisable by an intelligent person. Second, that it should
be so designed that it is “easy on the eye”. Third, that its colour scheme or arrangement should be
attractive. Fourth, that it should suggest reality without imitating it in detail. Fifth, that it should
appear simple and inevitable. Many other desirable qualities might be enumerated, but only actual
acquaintance with different kinds of pictures will enable the intelligent mind to decide which are
attractive or otherwise.
Herald the Boy
The artist, James W. Herald (1859-1914) is a good example of a painter whose pictures illustrate the close relationship between his character and his art work. Painting pictures was his consuming interest throughout his life. Before he was old enough to go to the local school, he was
found making drawings with chalk on the floor of the family attic. This was interrupted when he
was persuaded or compelled by his parents to attend Cobb’s school in his native town of Forfar,
Angus.
His attendance there was never distinguished by regularity, and departure for school was not
necessarily follow by arrival there! He attained a certain notoriety at school, not for his diligence in
his studies, but for his caricatures of local characters. This practice of drawing surreptitiously during
lessons did not endear him to his teachers. On one occasion a classmate replying to a parental
enquiry regarding what he had done to merit a school punishment replied, “Naething ava’; I was
jist catched wi ane o’ Jamie Herald’s doggies.” This inattention was apt to be mistaken for want of
intelligence which assuredly it was not. Though his body was present in the classroom his mind

was elsewhere! Even at this early period he displayed this singleness of purpose, which was characteristic of him throughout his life.
Thwarted at every turn, he yet achieved his own way if not by open rebellion, then by less
obvious means.
His elder brother William has put it on record that after leaving school “Jamie” had become a
domestic problem. “What are we to do with Jamie” my father used to say? He had gathered even in
those early days a local reputation for cleverness in drawing, and I remember the laughter-compelling pencil sketches of Dr. Gilruth the quack doctor, who used to sell pills at the Market Cross
on Saturday nights; of Singer Jeemie, Jeemie Allen the fiddler, William Stewart alias “Caps” the fiddler, Tam Clark, Jeems Ramsay, Bobby Fyfe and other local celebrities. These thumbnail sketches
were the delight of the “cronies” who used to frequent my father’s back shop in those days and, as
not one of them was done on the spot owing to the artist’s extreme shyness but entirely from memory, many shrewd judges began to hint of a career for Jamie, but how was he to get a chance?
About this time he began to do transcripts from nature in Watercolour and even to attempt oil
portraits, but only of people who were constant visitors to my father’s house. One of his earliest
efforts was a rendering of Restennet Abbey. His first outside commission was to paint the Forfar
Coat of Arms for the Baxter Band Big Drum, it was copied from the original local sensation at the
time. My father was so pleased with it that he made James do a replica which is now in my possession.
The domestic problem kept pressing however and James was sent as an apprentice painter to a
Dundee decorator. At his new job he met with a congenial fellow-workman in Allan Ramsay of
Forfar, later the genial painter of the River Esk, at that a budding artist. or some months they were
engaged together in decorating and restoring the wall paintings of a Roman Catholic Church in

Dundee; regilding and renovating pictures of saints and angels. Everything went well for a few
months until one fatal day Jamie was sent on a job very ill to his taste. Allan had been sent with
some workmen to a house decorating job at Broughty Ferry. Jamie was sent on later with a pail of
paint and some brushes but, when he arrived at Broughty, he had forgotten the address. What was
to be done? Go back to Dundee and confess his fault or what? What came into his mind at this
juncture will never be known. So far as I know James never confessed and my father never catechised him about it, anyhow the matter was too delicate. What actually happened was that James
settled the matter for himself by throwing the bucket and brushes into the River Tay and returning
to Forfar in the evening. This of course finished James’ employment with the Dundee decorator
and some correspondence and interviews followed between the Dundee decorator and my father.
Although James’ fatal incapacity for business was looked upon as fairly established by this incident,
of which I believe at the time he was thoroughly ashamed, another chance was to be given him. A
vacancy in a local office was looked upon in those days as a fine chance for a young man of commercial instinct.. His duties were of the lightest character, one of which was to rise early go to the
factory and bring the letters to the proprietor, and take his instructions back to the office as might
be necessary, especially on days when he went to the market at Dundee. It was greatly feared at
home however that James’ forte’ did not lie in this new line. But he stuck to it for a few months
and we began to call him “the Private Secretary”. Whether James was stung with the super humour
of this description, or the strain of the regularity of his duties was too much for him I do not know,
but one dark winter morning James refused to rise from bed, and a new crisis was at hand! After a
few days of painful domestic suspense, my father resolved to make explanations to James’ employer
with a view to bring James commercial career to a close.
For the future James was left absolutely free to do as he liked. Every encouragement was given

him to resume his art studies and he set to work to devour “Cassell’s History of art” and even
Ruskin’s “Modern Painters” and “Stones of Venice”.
He started copying the wood engravings in the “History” and translating them into oil colours.
I remember transcripts of “St. Jerome in the desert” “Nicholas Poussin’s Deluge” and other impossible things. As however the artistic temperament developed, James began, like the Sage of Chelsea
to be “gey ill tae live wi”. He frequently refused to conform to the rules of the house in any shape
or form. He would often refuse his meals and lock himself up in his bedroom with his books and
paints, and the only medium of communication with him was through my mother, no other member of the family, not even my father dared approach him, and my mother could only speak to
him, through the keyhole of a locked door.
Herald the Man
We have now reached the stage in the artist’s career which should agree with the heading of
this chapter. It must be frankly confessed however that though years of practice and experience had
their inevitable effect in his art development, he never really grew up! All his life he lived in a mental world of his own. As a boy he achieved his own ends by his own methods, which often included
evasion rather than open defiance of authority, so when he had reached manhood he employed the
same methods, usually successfully. When he came up against any difficulty he always sought the
easiest way out. The following is his own description:- “You and me’s different. Gin you say you’ll
be at a certain place at a certain time: when the time comes you’re there. But if I say I’ll be at a certain place at a certain time, when the time comes and I dinna’ want tae be there, weel I’m just no
there.”
He made as few concessions as possible to what was common practice in current society. He

had no desire to occupy any important place even among his contemporaries and would not do
anything to ensure that his pictures were brought to the notice of possible buyers. He was thoroughly content to go his own way and regarded money as a necessary evil to procure him his art
materials, paints, brushes, pastels and papers, and thwarted the efforts of many of his well intentioned friends in this direction. He was very shy and reserved among strangers and found himself
ill at ease among the gentler sex.
A clerical friend having persuaded him against his will to attend an afternoon tea-party at the
manse at which several ladies were present, he was heard to whisper during a pause in the conversation “Let’s gae upstairs Tam I canna’ stand weemen!” On another occasion when painting a lady’s
portrait the lady, anxious to pay him a compliment exclaimed “But Mr. Herald, you are making me
far too beautiful” to which he replied “Just you wait, you’ll be ugly enough afore I’m dune wi ye!”
Though I had known Herald’s work for some years I first met the artist himself when he was
about forty years old, and this was the occasion. My friend John Ewen, who had been one of
Herald’s most ardent appreciators and patrons from his earliest days, and who was a fellow
Forfarian, suggested that he should come to Arbroath for a short change of scene. He had asked me
to take an interest in him, with the idea that a return to his native county and congenial company
would inspire him afresh. James was everything that I was not and John Ewen thought that my
influence would be a steadying one. John and I went to Arbroath Railway station to meet the
evening Aberdeen express from Kings Cross, bringing James back to his native county. When the
train pulled up, out he stepped, a small stocky man, in one hand an old cigar box containing pastels, his entire luggage
We three then went to my house where my wife gave him a much-needed meal and provided
for his immediate comforts, sleeping garments and sleeping accommodation. He stayed with us a

few weeks working with me in my studio, a small back room facing Hospitalfield a few fields away.
Hospitalfield (‘Monksbarns’ of Scott’s ‘Antiquary’) had been the home of an Arbroath housepainter one Patrick Allan who, having married the lady owner Miss Fraser, was later known as
Patrick’ Allan Fraser, H.R..A.. He made provision in his will that Hospitalfield should be turned
into an Art School where deserving art students should with lodging and expert tuition. The first
governor was George Harcourt, the one time fellow student of Herald at Bushey. Harcourt’s work
followed Royal Academy traditions and his pictures were of a very large size, including many figures and usually telling a story. While at Hospitalfield he painted a very large panel for the London
Royal Exchange and used as his models many Arbroath people. Herald had the utmost contempt
for art of this kind and did not conceal it!.
One evening, as daylight was fading, James stood at the window of our back room studio and
looking westward to Hospitalfield, he remarked “let’s pu’ doon the blind in case George and his
bubbly loons can see whit we are daein”. He invented a tall story about George Harcourt the
Governor of the Hospitalfield Art School. “Did ye hear about George? He’s gotten the seck. Ye see
he had a fair camp o’ tents at Hospitalfield oot thonder. He had his mither and his twa’ sisters and
three o’ his brithers and maist o’ his kizzens a’ bidin’ in the tents in the front o’ the hoose: it was
juist like the camp at Barry. Of coorse his Employers wouldna’ stand for that, so they juist gae’d
him the seck. They offered the job tae Hendry but he said he had a better job whaur he wis. Syne
they offered it tae Smith: but Smith was drunk and he refused it. Syne when he was sober and kent
he had refused it, he was that angry wi’ himsel, that he got drunk again and he’s drunk yet!”
Among artists resident in Arbroath at the end of last century was the landscape painter
William Smith referred to above, who found it rather hard to make ends meet, and to supply the
growing needs of a large family. He along with others came in for some scathing comments from

Herald. When would-be patrons came to purchase pictures from James, he often put them off
thus:- “Picters, fat needs ye come ae me seekin picters? awa’ round tae Willie Smith if ye want
picters, he’s got hunders o’ them.”
I found that the studio looking towards Hospitalfield was too small for two of us, and so my
wife and I decided we would make our drawing room, which was a large one, into the studio. I
intimated to James the date of our transfer, foolishly expecting that he would assist in the removal!
He deliberately stayed away, however on the day of the flitting while we laboriously carted easels,
furniture, pictures andbooks upstairs to the new studio. He did turn up however a the end of the
day and transferred the last book, congratulating us all that the work was now completed! It was
agreed that he should begin his work in the new studio next morning, but many days passed before
he reappeared. It was quite evident that he had no intention of restarting his work but, standing
listlessly at the large windows of the new studio and gazing enviously at a group of sparrows disporting themselves in the dust of the road below he exclaimed “Man haven’t thae’ birds a grand
time doon there?” A few days later he was back to work again and the flow of pastels and watercolours began once more. His range of subjects was very wide. He could draw upon thirty years of
actual visual memory. He was constantly noting in his sketch books both ideas and pictorial
records, and these always contained the significant essentials. His subjects included land and
seascapes with and without figures, village streets with figures, farm yards with cows, ducks and
fowls, portraits of saints, artists and beggars. He found many subjects in the streets of his native
town of Forfar; harbour and shipping scenes in Arbroath as well as street scenes in Edinburgh and
London.
He stayed with us for a few weeks and not being accustomed to regular periods for work, and
definite times for meals he obtained lodgings with what he described as a “pie-wife”. She was a

kind body and consulted him about his taste especially in food, but as this was quite contrary to his
former experiences he preferred to eat what was put before him, without any preliminary negotiations. He did object however to a rice pudding which the “pie-wife” prepared for his dinner, he was
too timid to tell her that he did not like rice puddings so he simply left it untouched. Next day
however it again appeared, so to mollify her he ate a spoonful, hoping he had seen the last of it.
But she as more persevering than he was and it appeared on the table for the third time, “What
happened next”, I enquired? “I rowed it up in an auld newspaper, took it doon tae the harbour and
sunk it!”
Though James could come and go at will to my house and studio, he preferred to get a place
of his own to work in, his choice fell on a loft of considerable size, above a coal depot in the town.
It was approached by a rickety outside stair. If James was out of course the door was locked but if
he was in, after entering he could be seen at the far end of it. It was a delicate problem to reach
him as the place was packed with disused and broken-down domestic apparatus,broken beds with
springs extruding from wornout mattresses, old tin baths, broken wringers and mangles, chairs with
broken legs, packing-cases and all kinds of household debris. A narrow lane of unoccupied floorspace led from the entrance to James and his easel and paints. On the way, on each side of this lane
and perched precariously on this lumber, you could see piles of art magazines, empty match boxes,
mounds of cigarette ends, odd pastels and water colours. You could see at a glance that he never
“redded” up the studio everything not immediately required for the job in hand being dropped and
left. When you reached the artist he might be furiously engaged in painting a series of small water
colours (pot- boiling he called it) or taking infinite pains on a large water colour or pastel. Or he
might be ruminating or dreaming with the inevitable cigarette hanging from his lip.
When he was really interested in what he was doing he worked very patiently, putting in and

washing out times without number in his effort to get the effect he wanted. He was very catholic in
his method and any kind of medium he thought could be pressed into service he eagerly tried.
Smooth and rough papers, white and of all shade he experimented with often using body colour if
necessary. He had no sense of order either in his studio or outside of it. He must have been a trial
to his “pie-wife” as he would turn up at his lodgings only when hungry or when he felt it was time
to go to bed.
He spent much time apparently wandering about the harbour and fishers’ quarters, but the
wandering was only apparent, as besides noting down subjects in his sketch book, he was recording
in his mind the very atmosphere of the scene.
He thought himself unobserved one day when he was drawing an old fishwife bending at a
tub, she startled him however by threatening to knock him down for daring “to draw her plan”.
John Ewen who by profession was an engineer, was well known among some of the more
important London Scientists and was a friend of Wimshurst the inventor of the Wimshurst electrostatic machine. These are James Herald’s audible reflections on his way with Ewen to pay him a
visit. “Wha’ll John ken in that muckle hoose? Will he be ane o’ they bald-headed mannies, wi a velvet smokin’ kep and green tassel, that maks blue lichtnin’ on birlin’ machines, or ane o’ they white
bearded red-nosed carlies, wil a lang-tailed coat on, glowerin’ through auld books, tryin’ tae find
lang-nebbit names for foreign birds?”
During the period when Herald had his studio in Croydon, which happened to be in Ewen’s
Inspectorial district, he retailed the following story:- “John Ewen came into my studio efter he had
inspected a Croydon schule wi a pair o’ pocks fu’ o’ drawins. Says he tae me, Jeems ye micht gang
ower thae drawins: a’ them that’s guid mark wi a red pastel, and a’ them thats no guid, mark them
wi a blue! Syne he gaes oot tae examine anither schule and afore he cam back I marked every draw-

in’ in the twa pocks bluel Sic a ragin’ he got when he gaed back tae the schule again”.
Another story of the same period relates to John Ewen, Stark Anderson, George Stevenson and
James Herald. This is his story “John, Stark, George and me went ae’ Sabbath tae Kew Gardens. It
was denner time when we got there. Said Stark we’ll gang intae this restaurant and get oor denner,
and we’ll aw pay for oor ain! When we were feenished Stark gaed oot for a meenit tae look at a new
kind o’ floor he saw, and afore he cam back I hodded his hat ablow the table. Syne when he was
seekin his hat we a’ slippit oot and left Stark tae pay the bill. Sic a raise he was in”.
The following story told by him relates to an event (entirely mythical) which took place (so he
said) in his native Angus.
“It’s easy enough tae kill dukes (ducks) wi a blunderbus, a’ ye hae tae dae is tae fill up her
stroup wi’ crooked keys, rusty nails, bits o’ locks and lumps o’ iron, and poother! Syne ye pu’ the
sneck and a’ things’ lyin deed roond aboot ye; there’s no a leaf left on a tree for miles! I mind ae’
time when I played truant frae Cobb’s schule and gaed doon tae the Lochside. Lord Strathmore and
his gemmie were oot shootin’ dukes. The gemmie was loadin’ his gun, rammin in the poother wi
his ramrod, when six due flew up ower oor heids. Lord Strathmore’s gun wisna loaded so he cried
oot tae the gemnie “Shoot man shoot”. The gemmie ws in sic a hurry that he forgot tae tak oot the
ramrod and pu’d the sneck, and the hale six o’ them were shot through by the ramrod! Lord
Strathmore was sae muckle pleased thatb he gaed the gemmie ane’ tae himsel f”.
He sometimes unwittingly revealed his art methods as in this saying “Some fowkes pents places
and invents skies to pit abune them, but I pents skies and invents places tae pit ablow them”. His
mind was no judical one, and he found it difficult if not impossible, to make a plain un-varnished
statement of fact! Most incidents or scenes which attracted his attention were merely excuses for
graphic or linguistic personal exprssion. For example:- “Hendry Wyse pents mony a picter. Whiles

he begins wi a curran trees, whiles he begins wi a mannie, and whiles he begins wi’ a hill, but his
picter aye ends up as a Windmill!”
Herald, the Artist
As has already been indicated Herald never really grew up. His simplicity of outlook on his art
and life remained a constant one. Herald as artist and Herald as a member of society are indivisible!
At the same time it is possible to tabulate his movements from one place to another during his lifetime. His earliest efforts were made as has already been indicated while living with his family in
Forfar. His father retired from business, and went to live in Edinburgh, with the intention of giving
James and his younger brother the educational advantages of the capital. It is not known however
that James attended any classes in the art school there, though no doubt he appreciated the opportunity of seeing good pictures in the National Gallery and Royal Scottish Academy Exhibitions.
His philosophy of art did not include the possibility of receiving instruction from those more
competent than himself, though his mind was continually open to receive impressions and ideas
from the work of others; but the initiative must always come from himself! He spent much time in
wandering about the quaint closes of the High Street and Lawn-Market but all the time he was
absorbing the atmosphere of the streets, which later appeared in such subjects as “Queen Street by
night” a watercolour exhibited in the Royal Scottish Academy and bought by the Society for the
promotion of the Fine Arts. By this time he had made very definite progress and especially in
colour and simplification. He had forsaken his early emphasis on detail and had found no satisfaction in attempting to achieve photographic accuracy. His brother William writes as follows:“This success was of course a great incentive to James and with a portion of the money
obtained he was sent to North Berwick for a holiday. While in North Berwick he produced a series

of remarkable watercolour landscapes, which I saw during a visit to Edinburgh at Christmas in
1884. Anyhow I remember that I recognised in “the drawings” a tremendous advance towards
impressionism in James’ work, and as delighted at the freshness and boldness of the colour. As he
departed about this time for Arbroath, I imagine that some of these North Berwick pictures must
have furnished his “stock in trade” when he took up his first residence there.
His first visit was a great success financially and otherwise, and when he left Arbroath to go to
Herkomer’s School at Bushey, he was given a grand farewell supper at “The White Hart” hotel and
a silver watch and chain. “An amusing story of the same watch and chain used to be told by John
Ewen. It appeared that Ewen and Herald met in his brother’ house in London soon after, and
noticing that James sported no watch chain, he enquired, “what is the time James?”. Herald looked
very worried and being pressed he replied “The last time I saw that watch and chain, John my
brother’s bairns had made a cairtie oot o’d”.
To resume Will’s story. “So far as I remember James attended the Bushey school for about a
year entirely at his own expense and the handsome bank balance he left in Arbroath soon disappeared. At Bushey he lodged in the same cottage as Nicholson and Pryde, the famous Beggarstaff
Brothers to whom the Bushey school and all its works were anathema! James soon caught the infection of this atmosphere, although he admitted he found fine opportunities in the school of getting
on with his drawing (in which he gained honours ) and in the Life School where he painted the living model in oils. I remember a visit I paid him while at Bushey. The Beggarstaff Brothers occupied
the lower portion of the cottage and James the upstairs; a sort of garret bedroom. The room was
strewn with innumerable sketches in colour, and otherwise it was in the most admirable disorder.
Many dainty watercolour sketches of the beautiful scenery round Bushey, Watford and Pinner were
there. Girls gathering apples in orchards, figures disappearing in verdant wood glades and kindred

subjects, all which showed how extremely sensitive he was to new surroundings. He gave half-adozen of these drawings to take away with me which I framed, but he must have left hundreds
with his landlady, for there was a tremendous litter of his work which he left behind him when he
quitted Bushey for good. The two Beggarstaffs having gone out for a walk during my visit, James
took me downstairs and showed me their room. Nothing on the walls but plain brown paper on
which were framed and unframed examples of Nicholson’s and Pryde’s work, mostly Pryde’s,
charming little pastel sketches of children mostly very dainty. Jim was extremely fond of Pryde’s
work of this kind, and I believe it was the inspiration of it that set him to drawing in pastel soon
after his arrival in London to take up residence in Clapham. James was profuse in his praise of both
artists, but especially of Pryde whom he called a “queer lad”. Jim was aye’ fond of queer lads, and I
fear this fondness often led him into strange paths in the later Arbroath days. He was not an
unworthy member of the category himself! Doubtless his association with the Beggarstaff Brothers
influenced him in many ways, and he was always glad to pay homage to these admirable artists. So
far as I know Jim never painted a picture for sale during his stay at Bushey.
He had abundance of money and he painted purely for his own delight. This is how I now
regret the loss of many lovely things I saw at Bushey. Jim was always very loth to part with work of
this class and would even conceal it for his own pleasure, and would only sell under stress of circumstances, he brought nothing away with him when he left Bushey (except purely school studies)
this happened when he gave up any of his many studios.
On his arrival in London, after the delights of Hertfordshire, which he thoroughly enjoyed, he
was immediately distracted by the huge appeal of the great city. He plunged into work with rare
vigour. London distracted him but at the same time it charmed him. He devoured the National
Gallery and the South Kensington Museum. He rummaged among the old print shops, and the

French book stalls, and for weeks led a roving, happy Bohemian life. As however the fat bank balance in Arbroath had faded away and the wolf was sniffing round the door, Jim gladly settled down
to his responsibilities. In the first few weeks of his roaming London Life he had been busy with his
sketch book. He recorded impression of the London streets, the river, the wharves, the quaint
Dickens-like and Rowlandson-like types he had seen were duly if hastily recorded in his sketch
books. He then commenced a series of elaborate drawings of Westminster Abbey and the Houses of
Parliament. There were eight of these and he proceeded to translate them into large watercolours.
The discipline of the Herkomer school doubtlessly helped him in this big kind of work, and he
admitted that this was all the good he got out of Bushey School. In any case the whole series which
were begun and finished in my house were a most brilliant success, and the artist and his friends
were quite proud of the work. A London collector and former patron of Jim’s, purchased the whole
series at his own price, a few guineas each. Jim was very disappointed with the small prices he got,
but in spite of this setback, he continued to produce plenty of good work and was forming a definite style of his own. As an eminent London Art critic put it “He was teaching Londoner’s to see
their city in a new light”.
While making many many drawing of London streets by day, he did not neglect the night
aspect of the great metropolis. Piccadilly Circus was a favourite subject and the river from Battersea
to Billingsgate provided many subjects.
About this time he paid a visit to Jersey and as usual responded with extreme eagerness to his
new surroundings. He made later visits to Hastings, Harwich and Ipswich. I don’t suppose that the
time occupied by all these trips ran into more than three months, yet what an amazing mass of
material collected in that short time was transformed later into delightful pictures. What a harvest
of beautiful drawings watercolours and pastel sketches he made at this time.

I have been speaking of Jim’s power of assimilating the character of a new environment especially when it made an appeal to the artist in him. his was particularly the case on the Harwich holiday, in which I was his companion, and which comprised many visits to Ipswich via the river
Orwell. We were only away a fortnight and during that time he made elaborate notes of everything
and everywhere! He almost filled four sketch-books with beautiful drawings. Especially was he fascinated with Ipswich and its quaint streets and harbour. The romantic De Wint-like landscape on
both sides of the River Orwell especially appealed to his nature. There is no doubt that the watercolours and pastels produced in Croydon after the Harwich visit showed that he had made a very
great advance in his art and in fact that he had established a manner and style quite his own. His
work at this period was very dainty and subtle in character and had taken on a decorative quality
that gave it great charm and value. No doubt he took great poetic licence in his Orwell pictures.
Many were evening effects, dainty figures of ladies passing along the river-banks in the twilight,
mostly done in pastel, showing real poetic feeling and a fine decorative sense.
I often urged him in letters to return to the style of his Ipswich period but like Brownings’
thrush, he probably found it difficult to “recapture his first fine careless rapture”. The same dainty
decorative treatment was manifest in a group of pictures he executed in Croydon either shortly
before or shortly after the Ipswich visit, which has been called the “Crystal Palace Pictures”, figures
of ladies daintily dressed moving on balconies or descending spacious staircases, subtle yet bold in
colour. In this kind of work James was entirely individual, no influence of any earlier or contemporary artist being evident in it. He actually made a series of drawings of the Palace before he started
the series. They were all snapped up as soon as painted by London collectors. One especially, I
remember it was called “Fireworks at the Palace”, was mistaken more than once for a Whistler.
James worked in Croydon for about nine years and did some of his best work in the old book-

binder’s shed beside the old Parish Church. His power of work was enormous when he was in the
mood. I remember the portraits on glass of the old Italian masters, the stencil, the experiments in
woodcuts in the old broad style in the manner of Gordon Craig who also worked in Croydon
about this time, the drawings of Dan Leno and other Music Hall celebrities for “Frivolity”. Poor
Jim was never I think so happy as in those days, and yet he was practically a recluse, except for an
occasional visit to Norwood or Tremadoe Rd or the home of melodrama, The Theatre Royal in
Surrey Street. He loved Croydon and it was his dream to go back to it.
Many of Herald’s friends tried in vain to persuade him to send his pictures to current Art
Exhibitions. At his most productive period his pictures were only bought by ardent admirers , usually at very modest prices. He had no desire to sell his pictures and usually only parted with them
for money when he was in urgent need of it. He was in the habit of hiding his best examples from
himself, fearing that he would be persuaded to sell them! He often refused to hand over a picture to
a purchaser, on the plea that it was not quite finished, and the would be purchaser who called to
get it after it was finished, found that he had parted with it to some other patron under dire necessity. His friends however persuaded him eventually to have two one-man shows in the Baillie
Gallery London. They gathered a collection of 66 of his pictures together and they were shown in
1910 where they were hailed as distinctive and exceptional by the Art Critics, of “The Daily
Telegraph” “The Daily Mail” “The Morning Post”, and many others.
The second one-man show was held in London in 1912 and the London Art Critics were further impressed by the beauty of his work, Later one-man exhibitions were held in Dundee and
Aberdeen in 1914, A public Memorial was unveiled by J. Ramsay Macdonald then Prime Minister
to the memory of Herald in the Public Library Arbroath in September 1924.
Text by Henry T. Wyse

Studio Magazine Competitions 1897 - 99
The Studio Magazine had been established in 1893 and from its initial issue I had been a subscriber. It took account of the art happenings of modern movements in painting sculpture and
crafts not only in this country but also throughout the world and especially in Europe. The Editor
announced competitions in each monthly number and of course I had to compete. From 1897 - 99
I competed almost monthly and was awarded ten honourable mentions, eight prizes and the silver
medal for the year 1897-98. The subjects set were very varied and were designs for furniture pottery lettering and jewellery as well as pen and ink sketches and embroidery. Two of my designs were
illustrated in colour. These were a design for an embroidered book cover for my daughter Helann
and a design for a portiere, both were afterwards worked out in actual material. The magazine was
a real educator in all departments of art and craft. Special numbers dealing with all kinds of arts
and crafts made me acquainted by print and illustration of the principal art movements throughout
the world.
As an art teacher I need not have either read it nor entered for its monthly competitions but it
continually kept me in touch with the larger movements which were going on in the outside world
and was an inspiration in my teaching. It was a great factor in the formation of the Arbroath Art
Club which included some of my senior students who not only sketched but also painted in water
colour and practised the art and craft of etching. This magazine is still going strong after a period
of 47 years.

Oil Water Colour & Pastel
Apart from my actual teaching during my forty four years, I had pursued my sketching and
painting whenever time and leisure permitted. Water colour was my first love and I used that medium in the earlier years. I also remember that I used it in my first sketching visit to Dordrecht in
Holland in 1914 at the beginning of the first world war. As Holland was not a participant in that
struggle my friend John Munnoch and I were not unduly disturbed. We had come from Dordrecht
by canal to Vere. Here the Mayor was much concerned about possible political complications as we
were the only two Britishers in the place. We had to hire a horse vehicle and drive to Flushing.
When we left there we saw the mast and funnel of a steamer which had been sunk by the Germans
and were stopped twice by British destroyers on our way home.
When I reached Montrose where my wife and family were on holiday I soon found that the
suspicions of the Continent had followed me there. Sketching in pencil by the seaside, I was questioned by a very officious young soldier who apparently regarded me as a German spy. I offered to
accompany him to the Chief Constable to be interrogated, but probably my Scotch accent mollified him as he left me in peace with my sketching block and pencil. By this time I had become
convinced that neither oil nor water colour was a suitable medium for outdoor work so far as I was
concerned. If there was any wind and the weather was warm one had to scrape off the flies, if one
used oil paint, and if on the other hand it was unduly hot one could not flow a wash of water
colour on even a small sketch before it had dried up. I therefore gave up both methods and ever
since have made all my sketches in tone by the use of a soft pencil and cartridge paper. Before I left
Vere I was astonished to see an artist, I think he was a Frenchman, painting a picture of Vere harbour with fishing craft in oil colour. He was for that time very advanced, his canvas was about

three feet by two and a half feet and though he occasionally glanced at his subject, he was so
absorbed with composition and technique that he merely found it occasionally necessary to make
sure that the harbour and boats were still in their accustomed places, many men, many minds,
many artists, many points of view. In my subsequent sketching in France and, Italy I found I could
record what was essential so far as I concerned by making pencil drawings about eleven inches by
fifteen inches in full tone. So far as colour was concerned that was a matter of harmonious combination. Colour schemes and technique are more competently handled when free from the vagaries
of the weather and the idle curiousity of critical onlookers.
Water colour painting as every water colourist knows can best be accomplished if the incipient
picture lies flat or almost flat. No easel however ingenious is quite satisfactory for such conditions
and some of the most successful water colourists not only dont use an easel but have many ingenious devices with which to attain their unusual effects. Unlike oil paint, water colour flows and in
the hands of many of its best practioners the paper lies not only flat but also damp. I need not
however weary anyone with what would eventually be a lesson on the use of water colour. Each
artist has his own methods and. I have indicated a few of my practices. In more recent years I have
used pastels as my principal and in fact as my only medium. I used it many years ago when sketching in a little village named Genek in Belgium. The place was ideal for an artist and my predecessor
James Riddell, A.R.S.A., Moray House Training College and I went there for a month’s sketching
holiday. He was a painter of figures and animals as well as of landscape so there was no competition
between us. He made large studies of landscapes with cattle while I contenented myself with quite
small pictures of Windmills and similar subjects. The country was pitifully poor and it was pathetic
to see the young women clad in sombre black with heavy clogs working in the fields. They seemed
to have a very hard time. The country roads vere festooned with luscious brambles or blackberries

but they rotted there and no one seemed to pick them except the visiting, Scotch artists. One day I
obtained permission from an old woman to paint the interior of her humble cottage. The room in
which I was painting was very small furnished with a table in the centre and not more than two or
three chairs. The old woman spent the forenoon peeling potatoes by the fire which she fed from a
bundle of short branches leaning against the wall beside her. From the byre next door, the family
cow indicated her presence by an occasional blink and moo at the stranger.
About noon the old man came in from the fields for his midday meal. The potatoes were emptied into a dish in the centre of the table. Each of the old couple used a fork by means of which he
and she conveyed the potatoes to their mouths. The old woman had poured some melted fat on
the potatoes before the beginning of the meal. No separate plates, no spoons, only one fork each.
No soup or meat or dessert. Surely the simple life! I said a few sentences earlier that I used pastel
for my sketches for the first and last time there.
One requires a flat surface on which to lay the pastels or crayons, - the pictures are very easily
rubbed if not handled carefully. Yet some at least of those special difficulties may be overcome.
Pastel work can be done at an easel and provided the sketches are of uniform size may be packed
face to back between stiff cardboards without danger of rubbing. I have sent many of them abroad
even to Australia packed in this way and they have never failed to reach their destination in perfect
condition. Pastel technique may vary from the delicate handling of the 18th century artists to
expressions as strong and vivid as oil colour. Modern pastel paints often employ what may be
termed hatching and counter hatching as, many pen and ink artists do. In such a case the pastel or
crayon is used as a pointed stick of colour quite usually on special grey paper. The surface must be
sufficiently rough to hold the powder colour of which the crayons are composed. There are so
many different shades employed that the artist in this medium has a wide variety of tints in his

palette. I find it an advantage to make my own pastels in the form of sticks which are square in section as those of round section have an annoying habit of rolling off the palette or flat board on
which they are laid out and are often a heap of dust when you happen to drop them on the floor
and afterwards attempt to pick them up. The advantage of making them for oneself is that you can
make a stock of your favourite tints with little time and trouble. The same advantage may be
advanced about pastel paper. If you choose a paper with a surface to your liking you may coat as
many sheets of a colour and surface you care to at the expenditure of a small amount of time and
expense. I have found the medium admirable for my own work and a tone which is too light or too
dark or too uniform can be modified in numberless ways.
Neither water colour nor oil colour is so amenable to second thoughts. Scrubbing out is such a
slow business in water colour that before a too dark tone can be restored to its pristine whiteness,
you have forgotten what was the alteration you had intended to make. The question of whether a
picture should be as nearly as possible a facsimile of what the eye sees is one which has been debated and is still being debated by so called critics. Every artist knows that the particular qualities of
every different medium demand a distinctive treatment. No critic’s opinion is of any value unless
he has handled the medium he is discussing. One is suprised to listen to the opinions of critics who
have no technical experience laying down the law in such matters and the pity is that the uninformed public are ready to accept their opinions. Art appreciation must be sincere. The art critics
cannot name the best picture in any art exhibition each visitor must make up his mind which is the
best picture for himself individually and this depends on his own experience and art knowledge. I
am afraid that the desire to impart is again getting the upper hand and I begin to feel that I have
again a class before me or at least a small group of interested listeners! It seems to me that this
desire to give instruction must be the mainspring of all teaching activities? Love for your chosen

subject happily combined with interest in the progress of your pupils or students have been the
effective means of the spread of knowledge from the beginning of time.

Education and Life
The manuscript says 37 Quarto Pages should be inserted here
(I do not have anything for these pages that I know of)
(Perhaps it was intended to be the ‘Recollections of an Octogenarian.)

Prof. Cizek
I have already made some reference to Professor Cizek 1865 - 1897 in my chapter on
“Education and Life”. More than any other teacher he affected the teaching of art to children in his
own country of Austria and also throughout Europe generally and especially in Great Britain and
America. In one of his lectures he said Education begins with the parents. There are three types of
these - first those who are always fussing after their children controlling and correcting them and
trying to make them walk in the same paths as themselves; then the infinitely preferable variety,
those who neglect them altogether, and lastly the ideal kind who watch their children from a distance and are ready with encouragement and friendship when that is needed. He said that there
were three distinct types of children. First, those who grow from their own roots and are unaffected
by outside influences, second, those who have strength enough to keep their individuality; third,
those whose inspiration comes entirely from without and who in consequence lose their personality
altogether.
The following is a short description of his teaching methods. His class consisted of 50 to 60
children, boys and girls of all ages from 6 to 15. Each one of them had a piece of paper of the same
size in front of him a charcoal pencil and a box of paints. Autumn was the subject Cizek proposed
to them. It was a fine November day with the sun coming through after a week of mists and it was
a good day he thought to do Autumn on. They must represent Autumn by a figure. First they must
draw a narrow margin round their paper and the figure must be big enough for its head to reach
the top of the margin and its feet the bottom for as he explained a picture looks poverty stricken
and miserable when it has only a tiny figure in it and is mostly empty. He wondered how Hans
would represent it. Hans said at once that he would have an old man with baskets full of apples.

Franz after this suggestion got on his feet and said he would have someone blowing very hard at
the trees so that the leaves blew off. Elizabeth a small determined little party with a pale face and
two straight pigtails declared with great decision that she would have an old man with pots of paint
painting the leaves bright colours. Cizek approved all these suggestions declared them each as they
came up very fine and full of possibilities but as the children were already straining at the leash he
closed the discussion and told them to begin. After a few minutes every child had a head on the
paper and some the whole figure. Cizek then reminded them that the figure must exactly fill the
whole sheet. He then wandered up and down an extraordinary encouraging presence amongst
them with his gentle whimsical expression - mostly amused by what they were producing. He takes
the children very seriously as seriously as they take themselves. Indeed he never touched any of
their dravings. There was an extraordinary atmosphere of zest and joy in the whole room. After an
hour and a quarter the pictures were collected and pinned on the wall and the children squatted in
a circle full of the most eager expectation for the discussion of their work is always the most
thrilling part of the whole lesson. Of the sixty sketches there were about a dozen that attracted
one’s attention either for skill of execution or for some charm of line or colour. These dozen had a
full share of Cizek’s appreciative comment but he saw something in all the others as well.
Arrangements for teaching school children naturally follow a different plan. Much can be done
in the ordinary class-room to condition or prepare the children’s minds for what they are to see
when they reach the gallery with their teacher. It should be found possible for tne class-teacher to
display on the walls of the class-room at a suitable level reproductions of pictures whose subjects
naturally interest children of school age. In this way the minds of the pupils are to receive further
instruction when they see the actual pictures. The very large number of good illustrations in monochrome and colour which appear in the best cheap weekly magazines at the present time brings art

to the notice of both children and parents. An enterprising firm of publishers of school books
solved the problem some years ago by making the art appreciation facing the coloured reproductions of fine pictures also serve as reading lessons.

Edinburgh Repertory Theatre Ltd.
The formation of the Edinburgh Repertory Theatre Ltd. in March 1924 attracted my interest
and provided for me an opportunity for exercising the hitherto untried technique of painting on a
large scale. Many of the plays which this company of amateurs presented to the public were at that
time by little known authors, such as Joe Corrie, James Bridie and one of our own members the late
R.A. Roxburgh. We also presented the plays of such well-known veterans as J.M. Barrie and
Bernard Shaw. It may not be generally known that the latter has been and still is very generous to
amateur dramatic companies, in that he takes the minimum percentage of profits on the net proceeds of his plays. A very unusual and generous arrangement among playwrights! Our Board of
Directors included several prominent Edinburcrh citizens,among them Sir William Y. Darling,
Maurice Heggie and the late Hon. Adam G. Watson, W.S. Among the actors and actresses were
Stuart Black, Campbell White, George P. Davies, Madeline Christie, Ian Stewart and Lennox
MiIne.
Our most spectacular success was the presentation of Barrie’s “Little Minister” at the Lyceum
Theatre for one week in December 1931. Our usual ‘stance’ was the Music Hall, but we also visited
outlying towns. After a valiant effort lasting almost ten years, the Directors, after thanking the Hon
Secretary Lyndsey G. Langwill and the players, decided to terminate their theatrical efforts. The rising popularity of the Cinema was no doubt the principal reason for this. During the period, we
presented no fewer than 30 different plays. Many of our principal actors are now more widely
known by means of the Radio.

Rudiments of Design
This little book on the Rudiments of Design was my first book, published in 1902. As I said
in the introductory remarks “It had been put together in the hope that it may prove useful to those
teachers and pupils who feel how uninteresting art in its earlier stages is generally made to appear”.
That the drawing of plants from nature and the designing of patterns based on them do not form
the principal part of Elementary Art Education is a state of matters greatly to be regretted by all
those who understand the true functions of art training. It will be noticed that in this book all the
designs with the exception of the elementary geometric forms are directly traceable to nature.
Students of more varied experience may with advantage be instructed in the historic styles but
beginners can best be taught by reference to forms they can see and understand. The following reference to the love of plant beauty is quoted from an admirable appreciation by Mrs Henry Ady of
the eminent French artist theJules Batien Lepage:- “They tell us with what genuine pleasure he
would hunt for the first Spring violets or delicate wood anemones or listen to the carol of the
March blackbird. Often he would stop to pick the chickory or hemlock plant the field daisies and
blue cornflowers which he loved to set in the foreground of his pictures, or point out the decorative
form of some bud or leaf “Ah! how beautiful” he exclaimed one Spring day when he had found a
plant of the wild Christmas rose in the woods. “How I should like to make a careful study of these
finely-cut dark green and brown leaves with their green stem and cluster of pale flowers tinted with
rose-pink! What exquisite shapes and what a variety of tender shades! That is what they ought to
give the children of our drawing classes to copy instead of that eternal and detestable Diana of
Gabii.” The book goes on to discuss the first principles of design, it continues “Though it might be
taken for granted that those who will use this book understand what design is it may not be out of

place here to give some sort of definition of the aims and limits of Design. Before any building
piece of furniture or scheme of decoration can be produced it must have its shape colour proportion and enrichment determined in the mind of the designer. The mental conception thus formed
is drawn in black and white or in colour in such a manner that craftsmen and, tradesmen may
reproduce in material the conception of the designer. It is seldom however that one designer determines the form of all, the parts of a completed structure. The architect who designs a house is seldom consulted about the colour and decoration of its interior walls or has, anything to do with the
furnishing of its apartments generally. These matters pass into the hands of more or less incompetent persons who select from a number, of patterns the necessary wall-paper carpets and furniture
required to make the house habitable without giving a thought to what will be most appropriate in
colour and design to the various apartments.” The little book ends with some simple instruction in
design for such crafts as Stencilling, Pottery, Embroidery, Lettering, Light Metal Work and Leaded
Glass.

“Imprints” and “Twelve Old Masters”
In the year 1901 while still teaching in Arbroath High School and along with Mr John T.
Ewen H.M.I. for Schools I published a magazine called “Imprints”. There were four issues only and
they were quite distinctive and unusal in their format or “get up. Each number consisted of twelve
leaves of stout rope-brown wrapping paper on which were pasted prints of pictures painted by our
artist-friends. Some were coloured woodcuts, some lithographs, pen and ink drawings and a few in
full colour. James Herald had just come from Croydon where he had been staying for some years
and as John Ewen and he were both Forfarians he willingly agreed to co-operate in the venture.
Herald contributed nine, Kate Hill four, Stewart Carmichael of Dundee two and the balance was
made up of prints by Frank Laing A.R.E., John P. Downie, James Greig R.B.A. and a hitherto
unpublished pen and ink drawing by Charles Keene, I brought up the rear with a woodblock and
colour print. Needless to say the great art public were not avid for such a production and John
Ewen and I were out of pocket as a result. We had our reward in interest however and had learnt
our lesson or had we! The entire work was produced by our local printers Brodie and Salmond who
though unaccustomed to that kind of work produced it very creditably. That I had not learnt my
lesson in printing and publishing was evidenced by the fact that twelve years later I published
another art magazine in Edinburgh. It was called “Twelve Old Masters” but whereas “Imprints”
dealt with living artists the subjects now illustrated had achieved that fame which all artists are supposed to pine for. The size of the magazine was twelve by nine inches and the colour prints were
mounted on a pleasant shade of stiff grey paper. The prints themselves were the finest four colour
prints of the period that Germany could produce. At that time prints of such a high standard were
not being printed in this country at a competitive price. The accompanying letter press was printed

in black and faced the prints being discussed. Instead of discussing the characteristics of one print
at a time, two prints of the same subject were compared and commented upon from several points
of view. Thus the first two pictures on the page facing the letter press were “The Virgin of
Burgomeister Meyer” by Hans Holbein in the Dresden Gallery, and the “Sistine Madonna” in the
same Gallery by Raphael. The following is an abstract from the art appreciation facing the pictures:The art qualities of a picture-form, tone and colour-apart from its human interest, can be best
appreciated, by comparing it with another picture of the same subject, painted by a different artist.
Two religious pictures painted at the same time by artists of different countries are shown opposite.
The upper one, known as “The Virgin with the family of the Burgomaster Meyer,” was painted by
the German artist Hans Holbein the younger, 1497-1543. The lower one: “The Virgin and Child
with St. Barbara and Pope Sextus II” is the work of the Italian painter Raphael, 1483-1520. Each
of them expresses adoration ; neither is a realistic representation of an actual scene.
Art appreciation consists in trying really to understand the artist’s intention to sympathise with
him in his difficulties, and rejoice with him in his successes. To do this rightly we must gain some
of the knowledge he possesses, even though we are not able to express ourselves pictorially, as he
does. The art success of a picture depends principally upon three things, namely : compositionwhich just means arrangement-colour, which everyone loves-and technique-the way in which the
picture is painted.
In both pictures before us the composition, or arrangement, is the same. The most important
figures-the Virgin and Child-occupy the central position, and the other and less important figures
are arranged around them at the sides. It will be noticed that in both cases the Virgin’s head is at
the apex of a triangle, formed by the whole group of figures. This has been a favourite composition

arrangement of painters in all ages.
Form is the name given to the shapes of the different items in a picture. Tone is the term used
to describe light and shade. Though the composition of both pictures is similar, their tone is quite
different. Holbein’s picture is dark, with irregular patches of light-light dresses and faces-while
Raphael’s figures are all dark against a light background. Effects of composition and tone are best
appreciated if the eyes are half-closed. Holbein’s figures are very definitely light and dark; Raphael’s
have less variety of tone, though differing in colour. Holbein’s picture is “decorative or flat in character; Raphael’s is more “realistic,” or modern, in treatment. The decorative effect of Holbein’s
painting is ‘produced by the artist’s insistence on local colour. To Holbein white was white, and red
was red. The shadows are only slightly darker than the lights, and quite unaffected by the reflection
of surrounding colours. The realistic effect in Raphael’s painting is produced by greater contrasts of
tone between light and shadow, and by making each colour partake a little of the colours surrounding it-the result of reflected light. A closer study of Holbein’s picture will reveal a great deal of realistic detail. This is very noticeable in the wonderful representation of the wrinkled carpet, the accuracy of the folds of the Virgin’s sleeves, the verisimilitude of the Burgomaster’s fur collar, and the
quality of muslin of the nuns’ caps. Each item is perfect in itself, but all the items together are not
gathered up into a coherent whole. This has been achieved by Raphael.
Both pictures, though so different, speak to us in a language we can all understand. They tell
us, not only of the spiritual attitude of their painters, but of their ideas of design, form and colour.

“The Virgin with the family of the Burgomaster Meyer”

“The Virgin and Child with St. Barbara and Pope Sextus II”

“Modern Methods of Art Instruction”
I published my first book on the teaching of art in 1902 and my next one “Modern methods
of Art Instruction” seven years later. Between the two I had spent seven years of art teaching in the
Capital and felt more competent to discuss the subject from a broader point of view. In the meantime Elementary and Secondary Art teaching had been transferred from the Science and Art
Department in South Kensington to the Scottish Education Department. This transference of control gave greater freedom to the art teachers who instead of being dictated to from headquarters
were asked to submit their individual schemes to the Scottish Education Department. One rather
timid teacher anxious to please said to Mr Ewen H.M.I. “just say what you want me to do and I
will do it”. “No”, replied the Inspector, “You submit your scheme and the Department will say
whether or not it is good enough”.
The preface indicates the position which art had gained in Elementary and Secondary Schools
during recent years. “The Author desires to express his thanks to all who have in any way contributed to the production of his book. To the kind friends who read the the proofs to the
Principals of Schools, Drawing Teachers and art pupils who kindly permitted the reproduction of
so many excellent examples of art work. The Author has attempted to epitomise the methods of art
teaching in common use in the more progressive Elementary and Secondary Schools in Scotland.
The art work reproduced is illustrative of the Schools which represented Scotland at the Third
International Art Congress for the development of art teaching and drawing held in London in
August 1908. The exhibit received the most favourable comment from Art Teachers of different
countries and by special invitation was exhibited in Amsterdam, Paris, Leeds, Dublin and various
provincial towns in Ireland. The methods of instruction in drawing in conmon with all other sub-

jects of education cannot be permanently fixed and the Author while stating the main features of
the most advanced practice of the present time anticipates that the subjects and methods of the
future will be as much in advance of those of the present as the latter are of the earlier kinds of art
teaching”. The illustrations accompanying the text of the book consisted not of examples to be
copied but of work done by pupils of all ages in forty Elementary and Secondary Scottish Schools.

“Modern Type Display and the Use of Type Ornament”
Writing and lettering had been of the greatest interest to me from the days when 1 had been a
school boy and had learned to write legibly by my expert copper-plate writing teacher George
Clark M.A. Headmaster of the West End Academy, Dundee. in coming to the capital I had an
opportunity of browsing among the book boxes outside booksellers shops which used to be a feature of some Edinburgh streets.
To the student of ancient literature or to anyone interested in types it was possible to acquire
for quite modest sums examples of the printing of the Elzevirs of Amsterdam or John Baskerville,
of the Fouliss of Glasgow or very occasionally of Caxton or Pynson. Having formed a modest collection of such examples of beautiful printing and for the purpose of showing the relationship of
ancient writing and printing with modern practice, I was glad to accept an invitation from the firm
of H. W. Caslon & Co. of London to visit their type-foundry. This firm began production as early
as 1716 in which year Caslon I produced no fewer than 82 new type faces. The business was carried on by Caslon II and Caslon III so that for more than 200 years the firm occupied an important place among type-founders in England.
One firm only represents the industry in Scotland Miller and Richard of Edinburgh. As I had
designed some new type faces for Caslon and had studied the development to writing in association
with printing I prepared a quarto volume on the subject of “Modern Type Display and the Use of
Type Ornaments”. After its publication in 1911 the Edinburgh Typographical Society asked me to
address them on the subject. The Chairman in introducing me frankly said to the members present
that he had looked up the list of printers in the Edinburgh Directory but had failed to find my
name there. However after I had given my address he handsomely admitted that though he had

been the head of a well-known printing firm for many years. he had learned much about printing
which he had not known before! Thus the king of beasts may be assisted by the diminutive mouse.
Apparently the Chairman had concentrated upon the purely commercial aspect of printing and had
only a vague idea of the origin of letters and types. He had no knowledge of the history of the
types among which his employees spent their working days. Like most heads of modern firms his
principal concern was the price and quality of the necessary supplies of stock or papers, the purchase of printing inks, the introduction of new rapid machines, the securing of long runs and all
those commercial aspects of what is known as big business. He would have been equally in place in
the management of any other lucrative business.
So far as printing and many other modern activities are concerned, successful business means
high financial returns. Few heads of such concerns know more than the merest outlines of the businesses they control. It is not the province of the mere designer to give the head of the firm instructions as to the form and colour the product should finally assume but if the head of the firm would
devote more attention and interest to the craftsmen who either make or direct the making of the
product, an increased vitality would be noticeable in the product itself. What are known as the
lower ranks the hands the operatives would be all the happier if their experience and expert knowledge were made more use of by the heads of the firm and more and not less internal harmony
would be the result. History has much still to teach proprietor and operative not only in trade relations but also in the interdependence of one with another. Self-reliance is admirable - as for independence there is no such thing.

Pictorial Imitation or Pictorial Art, Which?
Pictorial imitation aims at an impersonal expression of the whole appearance of nature unmodified by the artist’s mind and is as far as he is able to portray a facsimile of a three dimensional entity or object on a two dimensional surface. The appearance which the artist sees is transferred in
toto direct to the surface the fullest possibilities of the medium being forced by the mind and hand
of the artist to conform to his opinion of pictorial imitation. No variation of form, colour or tone
is permissible as this would vitiate the accuracy of the pictorial imitation. The difficulties encountered by the artist in realising this pictorial appearance are apparently less when the object being
represented is continually before him. The artist’s mind and hand is not however automatic like the
camera, but individual full of preferences and prejudices and ideas and no amount of accurate
observation just judgment and technical competence can make any pictorial expression unbiassed.
The technical limitations of his medium and craft forces his mind and hand to continual
experimental activity with the one intention of faithful imitation. This leads to an attempted
impersonal facsimile which if achieved would make his representation relatively indistinguishable
from that of every other artist. Accurate impersonal neutrality is the ideal of such an artist and
because he is different from every other artist he attempts to realise what is in fact unrealisable! No
two individuals anywhere are in fact identical so that no two artists are the same. If we look at the
matter in a way as far as possible free of bias we shall agree that it is as has been already stated. We
may now consider the second proposition which is that while Pictorial imitation is not possible
Pictorial Expression is. So far the subject to be rendered on a flat surface is the same as before but
the artist’s attitude is quite different. He realises that even if he wanted to he is not able to imitate
what he sees for many reasons. First because he is not an automatic recorder. His previous experi-

ence and practice has convinced him that he is full of preferences and prejudices which he has
acquired in his earlier practice of his art. He has already formed habits of form and colour and
technique, his brushes have limitations, his sense of harmony is individual, he has learned a whole
bag of tricks for the application and spreading of colour, for its sharpening and softening, for
splashing on and scraping off, for impasto and glazing and so on.
All those devices have become second nature to him and it may have taken him half a lifetime
to become habituated to them. All those personal peculiarities as seen in his work differentiate him
from the thousands of his fellow craftsmen who pursue the same calling. This is why no one who
knows pictures (or any other form of pictorial art) could mistake a Burne-Jones for a
Michaelangelo or an Orchardson for a Gainsborough. Such characteristics are not confined to pictorial expressions only. The same can be said of any of the arts. The poetry of Robert Burns and
Wordsworth both deal with observed nature but the one could not possibly be mistaken for the
other. The music of Handel’s Messiah and the Mass in B. Minor could never be confused in the
musical mind yet the same instruments and voices are used in each. The mind of Bach and Handel
being different by the same means they produced different works.

Why are Picture Galleries Such a Bore?
Many travellers and tourists vote Picture Galleries a weariness of the flesh: not because they do
not like pictures but because they have an instinctive objection to anything no matter how attractive which has to be taken in large doses. It is as if one who has a “sweet tooth” was compelled to
make a meal of chocolates. Pictures like all the other joys of life are best taken in moderation. To
“do” the Louvre or the National Gallery of British Art is a task fit to test the physical endurance of
a Samson.
The small amount of pleasure and art appreciation which usually result are not to be wondered
at. The directors and curators of our great galleries are supposed to be experts and have arranged
the pictures under their care for experts. Students of “Schools” and “Periods” and “Styles” have no
difficulty in distinguishing between a Franz Hals and a Botticelli. The public on the other hand
may be excused if they are not quite sure whether, the Botticelli is a wine or a cheese! That the
curators feel that they have not done all they could for their public is evidenced by the fact that
they now provide guides at certain hours to accompany visitors to view the pictures. The intention
is very praiseworthy but the result very unsatisfactory. They announce that on certain days of the
week at a given time Mr X will conduct a party of visitors to view the early Italian School in
Gallery 5. At the appointed hour the guide and party of say forty visitors begin their tour. Less
than half of them can see the first picture while those on the outskirts of the crowd can neither see
hor hear. The last picture is described to a group of five or six the remaining part of the crowd having gradually melted away during the hour. As this is invariably the case it must be perfectly obvious both to curator and guide that something is far wrong.
The obvious remedy is to set apart one of the rooms as a lecture theatre, to put a raised gallery

into it with comforable seats. The selected pictures would then be hung so that each member of the
audience would see them properly and would hear what the lecturer had to say about them.
One of the best methods of beginning art appreciation is by comparing two pictures of the
same subject by different artists of different Schools or Periods. For example a Madonna and Child
by Bellini could be compared with the same subject by Titian. The lecturer would ex-plain the
points of similarity and differences in treatment and after a talk of ten or fifteen minutes. the members of the audience could raise questions of composition colour and technique which the lecturer
would answer. This method of question and answer gives much more satisfaction to all concerned
than that the lecturer should lay down the law to the hearers who are only half convinced as to the
rightness of his judgment! Under such conditions the most ordinary mind could learn more art
appreciation in an hour than it could assimilate in a whole day’s wandering through countless galleries. One remembers one’s own experiences in both British and Continental Galleries, - the highly
polished floors, the acres of pictures and the sense of relief when one found at last a vacant space in
the too few settees and cushioned resting places provided. No wonder that picture Galleries are so
often voted a bore. An alternative is suggested in the following under the title of “An Improved Use
of Picture Galleries.”

“The Development Of Painting”
(Transfer 4 pages later)
As early as 3,500 BC. Egyptian art in the form of processional historical religious and genre
friezes were in common use for the decoration of tombs and temples. These decorations consisted
of scenes in which the black outlines were filled with colour but no light and shade was employed.
The colours used were at first only four. Black made from soot, white from gypsum, yellow from
clay and red from the same clay burned and ground. At a later date blue and green were both made
from copper. It has been thought that the flatness of the decorations was deliberate and intentional
but in fact the imitation of natural appearance had not at that early date been discovered. This flat
outlining and colouring was also practised and carried on by the Assyrians, Babylonians and
Persians at the same period.
Realism of the most complete kind was achieved by the portrait sculptors during the same
period. The sculptor’s problem is of course quite different one to that of the painter. The sculptor
can make a fac-simile of his sitter either in clay wax or stone. It is when complete a solid repeat of
what he actually sees and short of living and breathing a replica. The colour of the live person
could be imitated on the sculpture by means of paint, the only quality of realism absent was the
breath of life. The painter or decorator was however much handicapped. He had to translate a living person occupying three dimensions on to a surface of two dimensions. This in its fulness
involved perspective both linear and aerial and it took hundreds of years of experiment before his
picture or portrait gave the sense of reality he desired to express. The problem of “imitation” versus
“expression” still remains the bone of contention among artists and critics to the present day. It can

never be solved.
As early as 600 B.C. a painter of the Ionian (Greek) School is said to have painted a bunch of
grapes so realistically that the birds tried to peck them. This story must be taken with a grain of salt
however as the birds of the present day are not sufficiently developed mentally to under stand a
Pictorial representation. At this period tile pictorial arrangement followed by the artists was less formal while their knowledge of foreshortening and perspective had been greatly extended. The other
nations of the ancient world contributed their share to the common stock of art knowledge. The
various Greek schools of painting as well as the Etruscan and Roman each added their quota perhaps more in the way of aopreciation of natural appearance than in the direction of purely art
development. From the first till the twelfth century A.D. little progress in the way of idea or technical progress was made.
After the fall of the Roman Empire a long period of intellectual decline set in and the Church
dominated the artists as well as all other sections of society. The artists were mere workmen obeying
the orders of the church not only in regard to the subjects of their pictures but also to their treatment composition and colour. The Gothic period 1250-1400 saw the rise of the painters guilds
and the consequent freedom of the artists. Naturalism including increased observation of nature
and its equivalent technical practice was the order of the day. The names of Cimabue 1240-1302
and Giotto 1266-1337 are associated with this naturalistic development. These men had inherited
the traditions of Byzantine painting with its formal gloomy flat composition and conventional
details. They introduced variety of types and positions of figures into their pictures substituting
individual treatment for tradional and conventional forms and colours. Imagination now played a
more prominent part and composition of colour and tone or chiaro-scuro commenced to be appreciated. Cimabue and Giotto both belonged to the Florentine School which was remarkable for its

knowledge of and feeling for form rather than colour. The contemporary Siennese School concentrated upon expression and felt the formalism of Byzantine for a very long period. At this time
greater attention was given to exactness of details such as the features of the face hands and feet.
The characteristics of the Gothic period were all towards the minutiae of nature rather than
towards any new spirit in art. The renaissance or revival period in which marked attention was paid
to the culture of the classic period produced a new spirit in art as in every other department of
learning. During the Gothic period the old buildings of the classic period were merely used as
quarries from which stone was obtained for the erection of new houses. The beauty of those
ancient monuments now began to be appreciated and the cult of the antique became an important
factor. Several painters of this Renaissance period are notable as being pioneers Gentile da Fabriano,
1360-1440 is credited with being the first painter to show the effect of sunlight in landscape, the
first one to put a gold sun in the sky. Fran Angelico 1387-1455 is noted as being an eminently religious painter or to put it more exactly a painter of religous pictures. He used one type of face full
of divine and attractive tenderness in all his pictures even though his knowledge of light and shade
perspective and colour were rather limited. Painting was a very great force in Italy during this period as it was used by the church for the teaching of Christianity. The pictures were not moveable
but were painted on the walls of churches and were a substitute for the printed pages which had
not been invented till the end of the fifteenth century. The church thus used pictures for the religious education of the people.
The revival of interest in nature which had been developed during the Gothic period was
enhanced by interest in the antique and which blossomed into what is known as the renaissance or
new learning in which the Italians, flowered in all their luxuriance. This awakened interest in the
ancient world was not satisfied by it but overflowed into botany geology astronomy chemistry

anatomy law and literature. Nothing escaped the keen eye and brain of the Italian and all the
newly acquired knowledge of the period was reflected in every department of Science Literature
and Art. The Renaissance produced not only specialists but men wide in learning and accomplishment like Michaelangelo 1474-1564 who was a great architect sculptor and painter. He also wrote
madrigals and poetry. Leonardi de Vinci 1452-1519 an artist of even greater width of knowledge
and accomplishment was not only sculptor architect and painter but poet musician anatomist civil
engineer and aeroplane inventor. Known as the painter of “Mona Lisa”, “The Last Supper” and the
“Virgin of the Rocks”. He left records which showed that he understood the principles by which
birds fly and designed an engine similar to a Parson’s turbine.
The invention of printing at the end of the fifteenth century and its early development in Italy
made much of this knowledge available throughout the civilised world so that countries as far away
as Germany France and Holland all felt the influence and responded to the quickened intelligence
of the time. Up to this date the technique of painting had developed very little. The pigments were
mostly derived from the mineral kingdom. They were mixed with gum water or white of egg for
tempera painting or were combined with the wet plaster on the interior walls of buildings. This
prevented any alterations in the pictures when the plaster was set. The process of oil painting was
the next development in the art. The new method of mixing oil and turpentine quickly spread.
Smooth wood panels were used at first as painting surfaces. These were painted with white oil paint
and made very smooth with pumice stone. The absolute white ground made glazing with thin oil
colour possible which technical advantage was quite novel.

“An Informed Use of Picture Galleries”
(Transfer 4 pages earlier)
Picture Galleries such as, the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square are comparatively recent
institutions. The National Gallery was founded in 1824 when Parliamient voted £57,000 for the
purchase of 38 pictures of the Angerstein Collection plus £3,000 for the maintenance of the building in Pall Mall where they were housed. The present building was opened in 1838. Picture collections were originally formed by rich patrons for the adornment of their own houses and on the
death of their owners became the nucleus of various Public Galleries through out the countries.
The great collections on the Continent such the Louvre, Dresden, Munich were formed in the
same way. The pictures which originally were normal decoration for living rooms have now
become exhibitions on their own account and are arranged in galleries for the enjoyment of the
public. This has led to a regrettable crowding of the walls and curators are only now beginning to
consider the possibility of a more natural and generous arrangement. It is not generally recognised
that most galleries have so many pictures that they have insufficient space on which to display
them. The cellars in such buildings are often crowded with many pictures of great merit which
never see the light of day. In some galleries small collections of water colours are exhibited to the
public for a limited time say a month as many of them are liable to fade if exposed to the full light
of day all the year round.
The galleries are used by so many different categories of people that the conscientous curator
is often at a loss to decide how best he can display his art treasures to the public. First of all he has
to satisfy the ordinary tourist or sightseer who visits the Art Gallery because it is one of the things

to be done or he merely uses it as a shelter from the rain! The second category includes the less
casual visitor who is really interested in art and who knows something of art history and who is
anxious to see the Rembrandts or Corots of which the Gallery has a notable collection. The third
category includes those who through want of opportunity have had no means of acquainting themselves with the interest and beauty which most pictures possess. In this latter class must be included
all those who really and sincerely desire to pursue art with intelligence and appreciation. The amateur artist who while making his living at some less exalted calling tries to find out how his chosen
ideal painter gets his effects or by comparison tries to unravel the intricacies of composition colour
and technique.
Some continental curators have attempted more original solutions of their display problems. I
remember a Gallery of modern art in Dresden where the pictures displayed in each small Gallery
were those of two painters of different subjects and styles. Two or three landscapes of one painter
hung beside two or three pigure subjects by another artist made not more than 18 in all, while the
visitor or visitors sat comfortably in the middle of the room and enjoyed their cotemplation at their
ease. Without being an ordinary living room it at least suggested the quietness and repose of one.
Attached to this group of rooms groups of sketches and colour reproductions by the same artists
enabled the visitor if he was sufficiently interested to learn more of the methods of the two artists.

One-Man Picture Exhibitions
The late Sir John Martin Harvey was very appreciative of my work. He was a delightful little
man. I remember noticing that when at tea at my house during the Great War how dainty and
ladylike were his hands. He had a horror of big men and on the occasion of opening a one-man
show of mine at Gieves Gallery, Old Bond Street, London was annoyed when the press photograph
showed myself six feet two along with two others about the same height which made him appear
very small. It was well-known in his life-time that he chose men smaller than hImself for his fellow
actors. This is what he said when opening my one-man show:“Ladies and Gentlemen.
I am afraid that some of you are here under a rather false impression as I saw a notice in a newspaper the other day to the effect that Sir John Martin Harvey is giving an exhibition of his work in this
domain of Art at the Gieves Art Gallery. The notice went on to say that the quality of Sir John’s work,
both in oil and water colour will come as a delightful surprise to many.
My Wyse as you will be aware, comes from Edinburgh from north of the Tweed - a country of very
modest people, who try to hide their light under a bushel. That reminds me of a story I once heard.
There was an artist whom some of you will know of, a Dundee man, who worked very largely on the
same lines as Mr Wyse -his name was Herald and a very distinguished artist he was, and his work was
in character somewhat similar to the work here this afternoon, he painted in a half mystical and half
decorative manner. He was a man who shunned publicity but at length he was persuaded to have an
exhibition of his pictures, in London. The exhibition came off and was hailed by several of the leading
critics of the day; he was hailed as a new genius and the people of Dundee were very proud of his fame

being discovered and eulogised in such an ecstatic manner. Mr Herald hated publicity so much that
when he heard that a Dundee paper had published his success he went down to the office of the newspaper and bought the entire edition and destroyed it.
When I tell you ladies and gentlemen that Mr Wyse is a disciple of Mr Herald and I think, to a
certain extent, inspired by Mr Herald’s work, you will understand perhaps, my contention that it was he
who tried to push on to me the responsibility of this exhibition, but I am not going to fall into the trap. I
am going to do all I can, and I hope you will do all you can, to draw as much attention to the work of
Mr Wyse as possible.
I became acquainted with Mr Wyse’ work in rather a strange way. It was when I was travelling in
Scotland, I got to Glasgow and looking in a shop window I saw a most delightful water colour. I
enquired the price and finding it satisfactory, purchased the picture.
The next week I went on to Edinburgh - I happened to be playing in “The Cigarette Maker’s
Romance” - and one morning in the hall of the Theatre a parcel was awaiting me. The parcel contained
a water colour in appreciation of my acting as the Count, and strangely enough the water colour was
signed by the man whose work I had fallen in love with - Mr Wyse!
Nothing delights an artist so much as to find his effort appreciated by one whose work he admires
himself.
As I shall have to leave shortly to catch a train, I should just like to tell you that Mr Wyse certainly
opened my eyes to an aspect of nature which I have been perhaps blind to hitherto.
I once heard of a conversation between a lady and Ruskin about Turner’s work. The lady remarked
that she had never seen such pictures as Turner painted in real life and Ruskin replied, “Well Madam,
don’t you wish you could”. It shows that the poor lady’s eyes had not been opened to the great beauty
Ruskin saw in Turner’s work.

It has given me very great pleasure to come here and I should like as many people as possible to have
their eyes opened to the very great beauty of Mr Wyse’ work, and I sincerely hope that the exhibition will
prove successful for Mr Wyse.”
Notices of the exhibition also appeared in many of the London Dailies. “The Daily Graphic”
said “Sir John Martin Harvey it is said once had artistic ambitions himself before he launched into
the theatrical world and has perhaps the largest collection of this artist’s pictures - for they are old
friends. They are all nature studies, but none of them taken from life - Fantasy is what he depicts or dream imaginations - “Pool Poplars” and “The New Moon In the Arms of the Old” were two
which were greatly admired! The ‘Edinburgh Evening News’ said “Mr Henry T. Wyse the Edinburgh
artist has at present another exhibition of his works at Messrs Gleves’ Art Gallery In Old Bond Street,
London and those who were at the private view this week are high in their praise of the display. Mr Wyse
specialises in cloud effects and I hear that his “Loch Fyne” show pre-eminently the touch of a master
hand”. ‘Yorkshire Evening Post’ says “The close season for artists as for grouse, partridges and other luxuries has come to an end. Yesterday morning I attended my first private view for many weeks and visited
Messrs Gieves’ Art Gallery in Old Bond Street where Mr Henry T. Wyse an Edinburgh artist is opening
the Autumn picture campaign. I remember My Wyse’s private exhibition in this same gallery last year. It
is only because his friends and admirers have overcome his natural modesty that he has been induced to
give ‘this public’ show which will remain open until the 27th”. The ‘Sketch’ says “I went too” added the
‘Professional Woman’ to see the show at Gieves’ Art Gallery given by that celebrated Edinburgh
artist Henry T. Wyse. Some of the paintings were delightful, especially “Red Pines In the Sunshine”
which I’d love to have hanging in my room on a grey winter day. There was some delightful pottery
too by the artist and two fellow Scots. Some of it was sold even at the private view - but of course I

couldn’t afford any!” Frank Rutter the art critic of ‘The Sunday Times’ says “The painting and pastels of Mr Henry T. Wyse an Edinburgh artist consist chiefly of reposeful romantic landscapes in low
tones. The artist appears to be dominated by the ideals of the Barbizon and Modern Dutch Schools, and
his work reminds us now of a late Corot as “Evening in Early Summer” now of James Maris as in “Mills
at Zwijudrecht”. His “Autumn by the River” is not unlike one of the romantic landscapes of Mr E. A.
Walton who like many Scottish Artists of his generation have been influenced by the painters of
Barbizon. Mr Wyse is most personal, most himself in his Scottish loch scenes. “A Scottish Loch” is perhaps
the best and most personal of all his exhibits which collectively reveal taste and personal feeling rather
than strong personality.”

Sir John Martin Harvey

Nonsense Verses
It may seem a long way from painting Pictures to writing nonsense verses but it is not really
so. The desire for invention is always more or less there. The medium is of course a different one
more rhythm and less colour, but the principles involved are the same. It is this desire for self
expression that is continually bubbling up. I would not call my verses poetry but they do express
ideas in a more or less ordered manner. The following will illustrate my attitude to myself:
The Ryhmer tae Himsel
There is a lad ye ken, him fine
Whae used tae pent weel in his prime
bit noo wastes mair than hauf his time
In writing silly nonsense rhyme
Whits turned his heid frae landscape ground
That yins sae easy tae his haund
The ither’s gey near contraband?
But hae ye thocht o’ it this wey
The picter and the roondelay
Baith patterns need tae gar them say
Jist whit he’s itchin tae convey.

Am shair that baith o’ them unite
Tae gratify his appetite
For self expression a delight
Tae a’ whae pent or klipe or write.
He fills the oors o’ intersperse
Wi gairden work, quite the reverse
O’ limming lea or vampin verse
Baith bitties o’ the universe.

To My Grandchildren
There was a time (remote it seems)
when what is now, was merely dreams
of time to come, which now are here:
the happenings of the present year.

I cannot pause to tell of days
so short or long, of happy ways
we spent together long ago,
of summer, winter, flowers and snow.

Shall I begin when first my eye
I opened very cautiously?
Shall I tell now when first my ear
convinced me I was really here?

To school we went, and through the years
increased our knowledge, fears and tears
we conquered, till at last we stood
equipped to earn our livlihood.

My eye and ear were first aware
of mothers face and loving care,
bestowed on me unceasingly.

Each took the way which seemed to lead
to life congenial, and the need
for more than plenty seemed just then
the crazy dream of greedy men.

I was the third: two other boys
preceeded me: and other joys
soon followed and, without design
when record ended, we were nine.

And life has proved since Eighty eight
and still confirms until this date
“Enough” is better than “much more”
so says the wise philosopher.

Shall grandad tell you seven chits
of varied nature: divers wits
now scattered o’er the global scene
of what he’s known and heard and seen?

As time moved on he grew less keen
(for other interests came between)
he liked to land upon a sheet
a picture of the meadows sweet.

The modern wonders: Screen and 'phone
the motor-bus and gramophone
had not been born, when he was five
not one of them had come alive!

So back to school (an Art one this)
he went, and found delightful bliss
in noting forms and line and shape
in colours, strong and delicate.

D’you think it better he should tell
of Kings and Queens and others! well
you’ll meet them in your history books
he’d rather tell of hook and brooks.

Some years consumed his efforts, and
he learned to “shade” and draw “freehand”
queer shapes of which there seemed no dearth
resembling nothing seen on earth.

When he was young (about fourteen)
he used to roam the meadows green
with worm and fly - each time about
he’d sometimes land a golden trout.

The smallest children learned to draw
not anything they ever saw,
but rows of upright lines-perplexed
he made a better plan; then next

He showed them how to draw and paint,
mix colours, and to decorate
their drawing books: alas a few
would decorate each-other too!

Another boy - two call him Dad
(his name is Lothian) as a lad
he came and went and came again
and went - no longer to remain.

A man he was; your Grandpapa
soon found quite near your Grandmama
and, scattered over many years
they shared their common joys and fears.

For eight long years he stayed away,
then back he came one July day
and Mollie followed with her boys
their father’s hopes their mother’s joys.

Two little girls - at first Helann,
then later on came Alison
you know them well, I need not say
that at home they came to stay.

First Norton self-contained and shy
intent on books, he keeps his eye
well glued upon the printed page
unlike his father at his age.

Then came a tiny lad who stayed
the briefest time - and then to fade
away, but leaving care and skill applied
could not detain our Ewen lad.

But Bobby’s quite a different lad,
less fond of study, like his dad
he’s full of beans of varied hues
has many pals from which to choose.

One common hobby claims their wealth,
the Philatelic bug, by stealth
denudes their pockets, charms their minds
with gaudy stamps of diverse kinds.

In Aberdeen their Aunt Helann,
brings up three Wannops (bless the man)
who spends his time tween crop and “coo”
and Urlan, Ann and Ewen too.

And Alison in twenty-two
left kith and kin for pastures new,
ten years then sped, and back she came
with children of another name.

Now Urlan is a studious lad
keen on his books just like his Dad
While Ann may shine, at a later date
at anything, wise and sedate.

They settled down, Helann and John
to school and play, time hurried on
while Kenneth Hoge, their father toiled
for wife and children, sadly spoiled.

And last comes Ewen, may he be
both to his parents and to me
of seven grandchildrens’ varies sizes
the pride of Wannops, Hoges and Wyses.

In thirty-six again they came,
John little knew, the yeasty main
would bear him, now a naval man
to Hiroshima in Japan.

Nonsense Poetry?
They are not poets those who write
To satisfy crude appetite
For rhyming words oftime perverse
Which they describe as Nonesense Verse.

The pattern of his flowing line
must be precise, while all the time
His hand and eye must also harry
The entrails of the dictionary.

The poet made of fine stuff
Portrays ideas stout enough
To kill depression: raise on high
Our concept of his minstrelsy.

His subject be it grave or gay
With accents strong or weak: he may
Select or use most any style
Which seems to make his verse worth while.

The rhyme on the other hand
Must be coapelled to understand
He may not choose in accents neat
To muddle up his rythmic feet.

He likes to read the wards aloud
To patient friends: not to a crowd
Who would not listen out of choice
To such a melancholy voice.

When he gets going on his theme
perchance its feet or else a dream
He chooses for his rythmic wit
The words whIch seem most exquisite.

The nonsense rhyme is not tied
To common sense, nor is denied
some curious words end phrases whIch
Would land the poet in the ditch.

When he has said all he can say
He hopes again snother day
Some further comments will make plain
His passion for legerdemain.
He rambles on from A to Z
Till his muse dies: though in his head
Another set of verses wait
Inscription at an early date.

Brains Trust
A panel of pundits plus one referee
With their quibbles and quips
Flowing tree from their lips
Will solve any riddle from you or from me
Connected with ships
Or Sunday School trips
In fact any problem of land or of sea.

When music’s in question a Sargeant steps forth
With his baton raised high
And a gleam in his eye
For he is a men of remarkable worth
Can tell you why D
Is quite unlike G
T’would be hard to find one more learned on Earth.

The regular crew who sail the old barge
With their “Yo he he”
We’re in for a blow
Go off to their bunks, put some lubbers in charge
An M.P. or so
Hauled up from below
Can easily steer her to port “by and large”.

Now there’s Gould and there’s Joad, recollector and quoter
With answers quite neat
Though hardly complete
While one’s up to date the others remoter
Both keep to their beat
“Recollect and Repeat”
Imitating an old-fashioned repeater.

All questions on Art are settled by Clark
With his “Well but you see
What’s vital to me
With texture and colour with tone light and dark
You can’t be too free
With critics like me
We’ve existed you know since the launch of the Ark.

There’s Campbell of course, more human than most
Who remembers all right
A sunrise at night
Or a sea serpents seen off the Barbary coast
A terrible fight
But got ‘em all right
They’re good to eat boiled, but better to roast.

When Adam Delved and Eve Span
Who Was Then the Gentleman?

Hamburg, 17th August, 1934

The question may seem out of date
And answers hard to correlate
When Eve and Adam first began
The chequered life of wife and man.

In Hamburg’s streets some thousands wait
A man to meet immaculate
He stands erect in car of state
That mass of hate degenerate
Hitler.

But complications soon accrued
Although with higher power endued
They kept to lower ones and so
High aspirations failed to glow.
Since time has counted out the years
From then till now it still appears
The question’s still unsolved by man
What really is a gentlemen?

You know the man, I know the spot
I had no plan, there was no plot
I had no gun, therefore no shot
Rang throug the air that meant a lot to
Hitler.
Had I then known the fiend he was
Would I have gained the World’s applause
If, unobserved, I’d silently shot
This lunatic bigot, this ersatz zealot
Hitler.

The Setting Sun
The sun was setting in the west
I fancy he was seeking rest
The fading landscape’s dewy mead
Provides me with the rhyme I need.

Two silent figures now appear
One comes from side and one from rear
They enter through the open door
I did not mention this before?

And now the pall of inky black
It should be blue but blue I lack
Spreads o’er the sky its velvet hue
Provides me with another queue.

The one from side was stout tho’ small
She did not seem to care at all
The other who emerged from rear
Appeared to me uncommon queer.

A farmhouse small but quite refined
You’ve often seen the other kind
Half fills the sky, they both are black
I must get on another tack.

Now out of sight they close the door
They shut it tight for once before
They left it open, and next day
Discovered it had walked away.

The farmhouse windows now aIight
No warden said, “Put out that lIght”
For this was long before the war
We were not then particular.

The farmhouse lights now disappear
And darkness silent, cold, austere
Enfolds the house so still and dead
The ancient couple’s gone to bed.

Five Limericks
There once was a criminal critter
Whose language was caustic and bitter
Who said to his clerk
I’m going out for a lark
But he did not come back, did the critter.

I once owned a beautiful dog
Who startled a big yellow frog
But the frog who was plump
At once jumped a jump
And was lost to the dog in the fog.

An elegant madam named Ayre
Had a head of extremely tough hair
So her maid out of spite
Extinguished the light
And emptied her out of her chair.

Had I a red wig without seam
I’d look a most horrible scream
On my head I would clap
A patent spring trap
To capture the mice in my dream.

If I was composing a song
I’d help the crude verses along
by making the tune
Sweet as roses in June
And truncate the verses too long.

From Warsaw to Stalingrad.
(dedicated to the heroes who fell there.)
1 tell a tale of strong and weak,
of arrogance unlettered,
a tale of slaughter-so to speakof mighty wings and piercing beak
and savagery unfettered.
Crude hatred clouds the eagle’s brain
and limits his perspective,
the bear and lion both refrain
from carping gibes; see, in the main,
no reason for invective.
The king of birds, the eagle strong,
had long prepared for action;
he thought the lion weak though thrawn,
which he had swindled for so long,
was rotten with reaction.

He sent his eaglets far afield
to every land on earth,
their industry he knew would yield
much knowledge of a kind concealed,
yet of substantial worth.
When every land and continent
had eaglets not a few,
the eagle further eaglets sent,
and eagles more and eaglets went
to join the patient crew;
who planned to liquidate the hosts
who kindly took them in;
they had meantime secured the posts
most coveted by sundry ghosts
of former kith and kin.
To gather strength quite close at hand
at no cost so to sayhe fitted out a robber band
and captured each adjacent land
and kept them under sway.

While to the south there lived a bird
unlike the eagle strongwas so fat, his shape absurd,
he could not fly nor speak a word
but one and that was wrong.

He hopes to reap a harvest feast
from land he never ploughed,
he plans by theft and wish possessed
by rapine, murder and the rest,
to feed his brutal crowd.

The Nazi eagle is a fowl
of quite exclusive breed,
all lower birds such as the owl,
the ptarmigan and guinea-fowl,
are only good as feed.

The lion lived in scanty space,
so cubs of his had gone
to find o’erseas some larger place
where they could breed and spread their race
and yet offend no one.

The one exception is the goose
whose step he imitates,
the eagle’s morals are so loose,
his manners bad, his krieg profuse
for victory he waits.

The other beasts in course of time
and birds to tell the truth
had noticed that the lion fine
spread feasts that were replete with wine,
which flattered tongue and tooth.

When time is ripe he spreads his wings
far into Bruin’s land,
he pushes out, his radio sings
of victories great, and other things
told by the high command.

The lion’s whelps now gather round
their parent in his den,
some at a leap some at a bound,
all with affection most profound,
they rally round again.

The lion stretches out his claws
nor stretches them in vain;
the cubs applaud, they know their cause
identical with his, because
he pulls them in again.

A week of screaming flights soon made
the chicks and pullets dumb;
no age or sex or breed delayed
no urge of pity easy made
the vengeance of the Hun.

The king of beasts has no desire
for something not his own,
he only wants in town and shire
to labour on with son and sire
to make and hold his own.

Poor chanticleer gave up at once,
he could not climb the fence;
the eagle took the best of France,
the aged cock, who sold the stance
still lives among the hens.

Meantime the lion licks his cuts
and manicures his claws,
he knows that courage, faith and such,
combined with patience, brains and guts,
can stabilise world laws.

Not all the cocks, nor all the hens,
though broken by their fall,
had wilted when the eagle came
and caused them bitter-bitter shame,
but trusted to de Gaulle.

The eagle with his southern friend
had conquered those who near
them dwelt, but failed to comprehend
the barnyard fowl was on the mend,
the valiant chanticleer.

He had a courage mighty great
like knights of old romance,
he was so tall and eke so straight,
the cockrels and the chickens wait
to welcome him to France.

The crafty eagle fears the east,
where lives the Russian Bear;
he hates his cubs, pretends at least
to help the clumsy shaggy beast
before he raids his lair.

Another eagle joins the fray,
he comes from western skies
where every beast and bird of prey
or timid creature, green or grey,
may live and fraternise.

When Bruin found he could not stand
against so fast a foe,
he used his head and saved his hand,
destroyed his crops, forsook his land,
as fast as he could go.

He welcomes one-he welcomes allwho’s brown or black or yellow;
from early spring to fading fall
he welcomes them, both short and tall,
and is a decent fellow.

To lands so far and so remote
o’er Don and Volga bends,
where other bears who had a vote
had richer crops and would promote
the welfare of their friends.

The eagle, with his wishful brain
and feeble intuition,
had scorned his leaders who in vain
suggested caution to restrain
his insensate ambition.

The hardy bears of OLEKMINK
of OMSK and ASTRAKHAN
joined with their pals of MINUSINK
to purge their land of carrion stink
and beat them with a plan.

To found a reich of endless life,
or for a thousand years;
to build a state on endless strife
where brutal venal crimes are rife
and based on countless tears;

such was the childish foolish strain
the yes-men helped to fix
securely in the pampered brain
of raging zealot, now insanethe latent lunatic refrain
that two and two make six!
Three hundred thousand eagles fly;
in Stalingrad they land;
their beaks are blunt, their tongues are dry,
their hearts grow weak, and bye and bye
with frozen wings and weary cry,
they die a broken band.

Musician Sprot
A Music-maker, name of Sprot,
composed of music quite a lot;
it rambled up from fe to le
and down again to lower G.

So Sprot, by now quite insensate,
determined he’d evacuate
himself and his euphonious drone,
some fair dwelling quite alone.

Some dozen instruments he played,
the soft go-soon and loud lass-weighed
and other verberators thin,
that blended with the violin.

He knew no other one but “she”
would “do” for him and “mask” his tea,
so he decided-short of wifeto live alone the simple life.

When he performed a fugue irate,
it sounded inarticulate:
the music made in minor key
resembled rumblings of the sea.

He chose a drear, deserted spot,
far, far removed from others; thought
his harmonies might not compete
with other sounds, much more discreet.

At length his wife grew petulantshe did not bar experiment
but she objected to a spouse
who was a nuisance in the house.

With satisfaction soon he found
a solemn silence spread around,
awaiting his three hundredth Op.,
when, just beside him, with a hop
arrived a lark from out the blue
with countless other thousands too;

it sang to him a threnody,
“We do not like your melody.”
Sprot knew his dream was at an end;
he left his instruments to wend
his weary way to Mistress Sprot,
who always liked him quite a lot.

He was not brought up to the sea,
no master’s ticket, eke, had he;
he’d spent his whole life on the shore
but could not thole it any more.

No moral seems to be required:
some dreams are vicious, if inspired
by eating what you should have not,
so take a warning from poor Sprot!

So when from business he retired
oh, no! you’re wrong-he was not fired;
he’d made a fortune and a name,
the former bought the “Counterpane.”

S. S. “Counterpane.”

She was a ship of medium size;
her former owners said a prize
like her could hardly now be bought;
he thanked them warmly quite a lot.

There was a ship what’s in a nameshe was the s.s. “Counterpane”;
her captain was Josiah Brad,
he was a most intriguing lad.

Brad bought a naval suit of blue;
he got it to impress his crew,
who recognised the taste displayed
in bars and stripes of golden braid.

His crew were an incongruous lot,
for some were tall-the rest were not;
he did not choose them for their skill,
they had to come-it was Brad’s will.

So when the water was a-boil,
the steam expanding, and the oil
a-slipping on the pistons free,
the “Counterpane” was out at sea.

For Brad had during twenty years
allowed them credit-their arrears
could be wiped out if they would deign
to serve on s.s. “Counterpane.”

The doughty Brad now in command
had mustered aft his naval band
to play that piece with choice refrain“the ‘Counterpane’s’ at sea again.”

They left the port one Friday night;
Brad could not face the morning light,
and in the gig four tars profane
dragged out to sea the “Counterpane.”

He shouted orders to his crew
regretting that so very few
could fit the actual circumstance;
the crew received them in a trance.

The fireman and the engineer
were both a very oily pair;
they hailed from Greenock, you must know,
for Jacobs always makes them so.

The thirteenth verse has now been reached,
the “Counterpane” I could have beached,
but Brad had made a fatal slip,
no Friday’s lucky for a ship.

Vance
There was a lad whose name was Vance;
a most peculiar circumstance
constrained his father-an A.B.to leave his home and go to sea.

They pulled their stumps did Ma and Tim
another pitch they found; to him
it little mattered if he could
do what he liked-and that he would.

His mother left at home with Tim
did all that she could do for him;
she worked her fingers to the bone
and toiled and moiled for him alone.

At seven his education o’erfrom five he’d voted it a borehis inclination was to see
if he could find his Pa A.B.

Young Tim at five to school was sent;
he was so full of merriment
his teacher could not fail to see
his thoughts were far from A.B.C.

The senior Vance had been away
six years, one month and but a day;
he’d been to foreign parts galore,
now hoped for easier times ashore.

Reluctantly she asked his “mar”
to move him to some school so far
away, that his lugubrious tricks
would be innocuous-he was six.

No sooner had he left the quay,
kit-bag on shoulder-that A.B.
made straight for Ma and little Tim,
but found them gone-some blow for him.

He searched the town from end to end
and could not find them; but a friend
reported they had gone away,
had not been seen for many a day.

The town he portioned into blocks,
marked A to Z in little lots;
enquired at all the sailors’ pubsno one had heard of Vance-and snubs

Poor Vance was in a dreadful fix
his plans were shattered-seven and six
was all he’d left of his poor paythe sum’s quite common. So next day

soon chilled his ardour as you see
and his affection for B.P.
evaporated; then to Ma
reported he’d not found his Pa.

straight to the shipping office hied
and joined a crew; the evening tide
now bore the good ship s.s. “Zee”
with forty sailors out to sea.

The fourteenth verse has now been passed;
it should have been my very lastI’ve only two lines now to write,
we’ll let the last one say goodnight.

Meantime his wife and little Tim
pursued with zest the latter’s whim
to find his father’s whereabouts
by secret methods of the scouts.

Utopia
There is a country far away
where no work’s done except by day,
where none gets up before the dawn
and morn is greeted with a yawn.

When into shops you percolate,
assistants ask, “Will you please state
what are the things you most desire?”
to perfect service they aspire.

There are no rich, there are no poor,
there are no suppliants at one’s door;
there is no money, none’s required,
for no one’s idle, no one’s tired.

If you desire some buns for tea
the baker hands you two or three,
but if you tell him you want four
he presses on you many more.

You pay no fares on tram or ’bus,
conductors are so generous,
like ladies and like gentlemen
the ’bus they stop if you say-When.

When to a chemist’s shop you go
and ask for soap, he’ll say, “Just so,”
and give you all the kinds he’s got
and order others-on the spot.

If in the kitchen drips the tap,
you ’Phone the plumber; he’s the chap
who in an instant’s on the spotlie likes to do the job-a lot.

Does Spring suggest your gardening needs?
the seedsman shows you all his seeds
bright coloured in a mighty tome,
and sows them for you-at your home.

If you go out to buy a mower,
when you get back you may be sure
the shopman’s there-the grass has gone;
you have a green and perfect lawn.

Your parents also will be glad
to know their little maid or lad
will not find out that methods they
were taught at school have had their day.

But now you find your house too small
for wife and growing children all,
your dwelling grows, as you will seeno rent there is to pay-it’s free.

That country as I’ve pointed out
seems far away, beyond a doubt;
and yet it’s very plain to see
that we could enter it, if we

If you should be of tender years,
from three to sixteen, without tears
you’ll get an education sound,
the very best that can be found.

the kind of love and humour had
to choose the good, reject the bad,
to scorn the lure of petty pelf,
and love our neighbour as ourself.

Home lessons will not be allowed,
you will not feel one of a crowd;
at school you’ll leave your “3 times three”
and scamper home in time for tea.

A Child’s Book of Heraldic Beasts
In days of old when warriors bold,
and lusty went to war,
thev took with them a jenny-wren
or else a jaguar,
emblazoned on their sheilds so bright,
to bring them fortune in the fight.

I’ve drawn them for you one by one,
upon the virgin page,
you’ll laugh at their grimaces glum,
you’ll chuckle at their rage,
the claws that scratch, the jaws that bite,
we know are hypothetic quite.

And so when home they came alone,
bedight with shield or on it,
each sturdy wight was made a knight,
their heirs count much upon it,
you would be pleased and so would I,
to own a Sire of chivalry.

So having set those monsters out,
in verse and colours true,
with chests so strong and legs so stout,
they must appeal to you.
I hope you like them even more
than beasts that scratch and bite and Roar.

Those emblematic birds and beasts,
they never fly nor walk,
they never grace the boards at feasts,
nor in Museums stalk,
they need no den no cage nor food,
they would not harm us if they could.

Lion Rampant

Lion Dormant

You’ve heard the lions at the Zoo,
that roar and ramp and rant?,
well here’s a lion rampant too,
who seems most arrogant,
his rage apparent only is
he seems but is not “riz”!

Dormant’s lying down, oh my,
he pretends he’s sleeping,
while he winks the other eye
out of one he’s peeping,
Of dormant dogs and lions too,
I’d be careful were I you.

Observe his mane and flowing tail,
which uprightly does curl,
he knows his claws would draw a wail,
from any boy or girl,
but he elects to play the game,
and keep unsullied his good name.
For Herald painters make him thus,
ferocious, yet resigned,
he knows that if he made a fuss
t’would be most unrefined,
Of honour’s code he’s heard men speak
the strong should always help the weak.

The lions which adorn this book,
are quite a gentle lot,
though sometimes they may angry look
we know that they are not,
they like to prance or else lie prone,
for your amusement and their own.

Lion Couchant

Lion Passant

His head’s now up you see a smile,
illumes his face so silly,
you know I live a mile
or so from Piccadilly.
My brothers three and I declare
there’s no place like Trafalgar square.

The Lion Passant now is here
a’taking of his walk,
“Passant” you know means walking dear,
(I for the lion talk)

You’d think the people there we meet,
would vitiate our manners,
especially those who stamp their feet,
and cleave the air with banners.
Our dignity do not forget
should calm the war-like suffragette.

See how one paw is raised on high,
as if to call attention,
to what he says, oh fie?
the word I dare not mention,
when lions condescend to speak
we must endeavour to look meek.
This lion’s seen on Englands’ flag,
no wonder he looks clever,
I rather think he is a wag,
for though he hardly ever,
admits mistakes he often makes ‘em,
who tells his faults he always hates ‘em.

Lion Sejant

Lion Sejant-erect

When sitting I am called sejant,
by all of the learned tribe,
I’m inviting your uncle and aunt
or yourself to step inside,
I’m sure that we’d united be
in my unseen anatomee.

I wish I had the Herald mad,
who first this pose invented,
I’d make him take it up, the lad,
till he was quite demented,
through tears and groans,
through sobs and sighs,
the golden rule he’d realise.
I don’t mind sitting still at all.
I don’t mind prancing round,
all poses soon begin to pall
cept lying on the ground,
I’d most obliging like to be,
but there are limits as you see.

In case that your annoyed by,
my playful reference
to things internal, I reply
I reply I did not mean offence,
please do not frown but hear me when
once more I ‘pologise again.
Thats right! returned again I see
your elfish roguey smile,
I realise that now you be
linked to this animile
by chains of love, that do not fret,
forgive my chaff, which I regret.

Lion Statant

Lion Saliant

If you had been a great savant,
or other learned gent,
you would have known the word Statant
on four feet standing meant,
the common names of simple things,
are seldom used by Herald Kings,

The leaping Lion now appears
before you on the page,
his eager look and little ears,
tell nothing of his age.

I’m sure you like the lively air
and sense of latent action,
which marks my form and though I wear
a smile of satisfaction,
I trust you will not say I’m proud,
although I think my thoughts aloud.
What though my brawny legs and chest,
are anything but gentle,
my curly tail which points due west,
is truly ornamental,
for beauty, use, and self-laudation,
form quite a usual combination.

He must be young, he looks so strong,
he may be mild or rude,
we may be right, we may be wrong,
we hope at least he’s good.
Yet gentle beasts have little cause
such wicked claws to wear,
though pussy’s gentle with her paws,
I’m sure I’ve heard her swear.
When in the London Zoo we look,
we’ll not see Lion saliant,
he merely lives within this book
put there by his pursuivant.

He rides upon the Autumn gales,
we oft can hear his growling
his jaws and feet and wings like flails,
would start some people howling,

which still soared high, though I could see
much time must still be spent
among the creatures which pervade
my native element.

His orange tail and nails and tusks,
are gorgeous too-egad,
you see he’s not been raised on rusks,
I tell you he’s some lad.

The sailing ships I used to beat,
and leave them far astern,
I was so much ahead, the feat
no sailor could discern.

The Sea-horse
When I was young and fancy free,
ambition stirred within me,
but later on I came to see
two legs were not enough, nor three,
to fit me for the Derby.
In time I settled down all right,
content with my condition,
my legs, a pair, I knew were quite
enough for my ambition,

In days gone by I’ve crossed the pond,
in less time than the liners,
the flying boat leaves us behind,
w’ere counted now old-timers.

Dolphin (Illustration)
The sea-horse tells a story true
in which I did collaborate,
the dolphin tells another too
though not quite so elaborate.

But now these ancient crafts have failed,
and steel ships cross the sea,
the dogs that barked, the barques that sailed,
are mem’ries sweet to me.

The Sea-dog

Though I have lost my former pals,
(we scarce1y ever meet)
In modern times when duty calls,
I help the British fleet.

I am a dog of quaint design,
with spines and claws and scales,
the dachshund is no friend of mine,
my pals are sharks and whales.
When we played games far out at sea,
the sharks and whales though big,
could never scamper up to me,
when we were playing “tig”.
Long years ago when ships were ships,
well-manned by jolly tars,
we sea-dogs used to join their trips
and blessed our lucky stars.

When U.Boats, coming up for air,
pollute the silent night,
the bark I make’s a land affair
which sends them down all right!

Pegasus
A horse with wings I do declare,
has powers too abundant,
to run on land and fly in air,
is surely quite redundant.
Come away and fly with me,
Pegasus is my name,
over the hills and over the sea,
(hold on to my flying mane)
my wings are strong as strong can be,
so petrol is no use to me.
He gave a spring, we flew apace,
across the gleaming foam,
to Brooklands soon he turned his face,
straight for the Aerodrome,
to try his speed and length of flight
with modern rivals White and Wright.

The judges then did try his weight,
to keep down which he’d fought.
he showed them his certificate.
it failed him on the spot
your tickets’ wrong they said, go get
one from a pilot, not a vet.

Unicorn
I’ve just one horn said the unicorn,
said the unicorn, but why
am I not known as the unihorn,
for one horn only have I.
My single horn could pierce the heart
of any animile,
but I would rather take his part,
I love to see him smile.

I’m just a hypothetic beast,
made up of sundry bits,
for some are equine, some at least
appear to me misfits.
My nearest friend’s beyond my ken,
he lives neath northern skies,
for narwhal is his cognomen,
or name to be precise.

The Dragon
‘Why should a dragon be so green,
why should his tail be curly,
why should his claws be just sixteen,
why should his smile be surly?.
Because that colour suits him best,
because his wings are handy,
because he flies from east to west,
because he’s such a randy.

Narwhal
The artist fails by words to show
the narwhals graceful motion,
So he has drawn him, here below
aswimming in the ocean.

St. George he gave the dragon beans,
he did it with a sabre,
or so its said, I’ve not the means,
of proving it a haver.
He sometimes stays in his retreat,
pretending he is placid,
he is the kind that we should treat
with hydrochloric acid.

The Stag

Eagle

The stag roves in his native glen,
he has no fear nor dread,
the hunter lifts his gun and then,
off goes the quadraped.

I am the Eagle bold and strong
who spreads abroad his wings,
to fight for right and help along,
with tanks and guns and things
that fly, and gladly lease and lend,
the ships that steaming fast,
will bring a glorious speedy end
and tranquil peace at last.

Why don’t they breed a herd of stags,
and keep them in a field?
they then could blaze away and bags
o’erflowing, it would yield.
T’would be much easier and more pleasant
they do it even now with pheasant.

Griffin or Gryphon
A compound animal am I,
of paws and claws and wings,
of scale and tail and gruesome wail
and other curious things.
They cannot fix my name for me,
so I go round in rings.

Heraldic Antelope
This antelope has never pranced,
across the rolling plain,
nor has his grisly smile entranced,
a lady of his name.
He is in fact a Herald’s scheme
induced by gen’rous fare,
he might have been coloured dream,
instead of this night-mare.

Wyvern
I am the last Heraldic beast,
and as you well may see,
of legs with claws I have but two,
which are enough for me.
My waistcoat is a lovely green
its form a tire we all have seen.

Tis sad to tell, but still 'tis true
this book's a cruel deception
from first to last and through and through,
its false without exception.
I made the pictures and refined 'em,
the Artist stole the lot and signed 'em.

When all the animals had got,
of limbs their proper number,
two legs composed the final lot,
knocked down with sundry lumber,
which crept together as you see
and animated, turned out me.

Extra Verse by Artist-Rhymer

I tell you this so you that may
my talents realise,
this animal of odds and ends,
has charmed your brain and eyes,
he’s tried at least to prove himself,
a very clever beast.

I find that my lugrubious jokes,
about the beasts I've drawn,
my verses too have been passed off,
by Wyvern as his own.
Well if he cares to take the blame,
he clears the Artist-Rhymer's name.

Postscript
I have noticed that many authors when they have finally written the last chapter of their book
feel the necessity of adding a postscript. It would seem as if they felt either that they had not been
able or competent to say all they wanted to say or that they had a lurking suspicion they could have
said much more or could have said it more satisfactorily. Surely all authors of maturity must feel
this! Well then what is my reason for writing one? I feel sure I have more than one. I am certain
that I have not made myself as clear on points as I could have wished. All my phrases and sentences
could have been made more explicit, could have reached a higher literary standard, could have
expressed my inward feelings more succinctly and happily!
Perhaps some of my readers may not reach my post-script and perhaps others may be glad
when finally they reach the last page. Like speaking and hearing writing and reading involve action
and re-action. If my speaking and writing are not clear and accurate and your hearing and reading
are, then the blame is mine. If my speech is distinct and for any reason your hearing is either physically or mentally defective, the blame must be placed elsewhere. If in the course of my book I have
either magnified or minimised the importance of any part of it, the blame is mine and I make dire
and humble apology. When I think of all the pupils and students I have had the priviledge of
teaching, I feel sure that I might have been kinder and more helpful than I have been. In a postscript addressed not only to my former associates but also to unknown readers I feel a desire to
communicate and to get in return some sign of acceptance or agreement or understanding. I feel
sure that I express the attitude of every genuine teacher when I say that we regard teaching not as a
trade but as a vocation not as a means only of earning a living but also as something which we are
compelled to do to satisfy that desire to see others and especially our own pupils acquire a point of

view which will prove to be a life’s possession. I have tried in my book to show something of the
variety of interests I have pursued and I feel sure that though I have not accomplished anything
spectacular in any of the wider variety of interests I have pursued, I have at least made some
progress in investigating the wonders of nature so freely provided in this wonderful world, that I
have by trial and error satisfied my desire to try out and do differently so many possibilities. By
means of words and phrases I have attempted to give some account of my actions relative to my
chosen callings and by means of illustration some results of my art and craft activities. And so having said my last word, I make my last bow and say my last farewell.
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